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TABLE OF REGULATIONS TABLE DES REGLEMENTS
TTie Table of Regulations shows the regulations contained
in the Revised Regulations of Ontario, 1990 and those
made after December 31, 1990 and before January 1,
2000 It also shows the amendments to those regulations.
Most of the listings are in English only. Some regulations
have an official French version. Bilingual regulations are
indicated by a bilingual title.
Occasionally numerical, typographical or other clerical
errors are made in the publication of the text of regula-
tions. Corrections are published in The Ontario Gazette.
A schedule of the dates these corrections were published
is included at the end of this Table.
The dates on which regulations were published in The
Ontario Gazette are set out in a table immediately follow-
ing this Table.
The abbreviation "Rev." means revoked.
The abbreviation "Exp." means expired.
La Table des reglements enumere tous les reglements
contenus dans les Reglements refondus de I'Ontario de
1990 et ceux pris apres le 31 decembre 1990 mais avant le
F"^ Janvier 2000. EUe indique egalement les modifications
apportees a ces reglements.
La plupart des entrees ne figurent qu'en anglais. Quelques
reglements ont une version frangaise officielle et leur titre
est indique dans les deux langues.
A I'occasion, des erreurs d'ecritures, notamment d'ordre
numerique ou typographique, se glissent dans le texte des
reglements qui sont publics. Des corrections sont publiees
dans la Gazette de I'Ontario. Les dates auxquelles ces cor-
rections ont ete faites figurent dans I'annexe qui se trouve
a la fin de cette Table.
Les dates auxquelles les reglements ont ete publics dans la
Gazette de I'Ontario figurent dans la table qui suit cclle-ci.
L'abreviation «Rev.» indique que le reglement est abroge.










d cnqiictc — Tuteur public
RiliMiietre /SWownnccsllmlenwites de kilometra^e
Mediators" I'ees (Rule 24.1, Rules of Civil
Procedure )///wiorfl;>e.v des meditUeitrs {Regie 24.1,
Regies de procedure civile)
Mediators' F'ees (Rule 75.1. Rules of Civil
Procedure )///o«orrt/r<?.v des mediateurs (Regie 75.7,
Regies de procedure civile)
Ontario Court (General Division)—Fees
Ontario Court (General Division)—Family Court—Fees/
C'oiir de I 'Ontario (Division generale) — Cour de la
ftiniille — Frais
Ontario Court (General Division) and Court of Appeal
—
Fees/CoMr de ['Ontario (Division generale) et Cour
d'appel— Honoraires et frais
Ontario Court (Provincial Division)—Fee,s/Co«r de




Fces/Sherifs — Honoraires et frais
Small Claims Court/Cour des petites creances
—Fees and Allowances
—Fees and Allowances
—Fees and Allowances/Z/owora/rev, frais et indemnites .
ADVOCACY ACT, 1992ILOI DE 1992 SUR
L'INTERVENTION
General









AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF
ONTARIO ACT/LOI SUR L'INSTITUTDE
RECHERCHE AGRICOLE DE L'ONTARIO
Agricultural Lands
AGRICULTURAL TILE DRAINAGE
INSTALLATION ACTILOI SUR LES






























431/93, 137/94, 358/94, 213/97, 404/98,
4/99, 330/99
Rev. 585/91
297/92. 367/92. Rev. 432/93
139/94,214/97,488/98
512/91, 172/92, 354/93. 671/94,
Rev. 244/97
535/97, 52/98, 489/99, 530/99
662/91,945/93
571/91, 459/95, 49/96, 506/97




ARC:iHTK(TS MIILOI SUR LES ARCHITECTES
General
ARTIFICIAL INSKMINATION OF LIVFSTOCK
Ai'TILOl Si'R LINSEMINATION ARTIFICIELLE
DUBETAIL
Cienerul
ASSESSMFN1 ACTILOI SUR L'EVALUATION
FONCIERE
Application for Direction of School Support
Assessment Areas and Regions
Assessment Notices
Assessment Notices ot" Supplementary or Omitted
Assessment
Direction of School Support
iMUimeration
Equalization of Assessments made under Section 63 of the
Assessment Act
I'Aiuaiization of Assessments (Various District School
Areas) under Subsection 58 (3) of the Act
F-.qualization of Assessments (Various Municipalities) . . .
r.quaiization of Assessments (Various Municipalities)
under Subsection 58 (3) of the Act
I-.qualization of Assessments (Various Municipalities)
under Subsection 58 (3) of the Act
Equalization of Assessments (Various Municipalities)
under Subsection 58 (3) of the Act
I-.qualization of Assessments (Various Municipalities)
under Subsection 58 (3) of the Act
Equalization of Assessments (Various Municipalities)
under Subsection 58 (3) of the Act
Equalization of Assessments (Various Municipalities)
under Subsection 58 (3) of the Act
Equalization of Assessments (Various Municipalities)
under Subsection 63 (3) of the Act
(now)
I-qualization of 1989 Assessments for the 1990 Tax Year
(Various Municipalities) under Subsection 60 (4) of the
Act
F-.qualization of 1990 Assessments for the 1991 Tax Year














































Pipe Line Rates in Muskoka and Parry Sound
Pipe Line Rates in Part of the District of AJgoma and Part
of The Regional MunicipaUty of Ottawa-Carleton ....
Pipe Line Rates in Parts of the Counties of Hastings and
Simcoe and Parts of the United Counties of Prescott
and Russell and Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry ....
Pipe Line Rates in Parts of the Counties of Peterborough,
Simcoe and Victoria and in Parts of the Districts of
Sudbury and Algoma
Pipe Line Rates in the County of Huron and Parts of the
Counties of Hali burton, Hastings, Peterborough,
Simcoe and Victoria and Part of the District of
Timiskaming
Pipe Line Rates in The Regional Municipality of Sudbury
Pipe Line Rates under Subsection 25 (16) of the Act ....
Pipe Line Rates under Subsection 25 (16) of the Act
—
Village of Maxville
Pipe Line Rates under Subsection 25 (17) of the Act ....
Pipe Line Rates under Subsection 25 (17) of the Act ....
Pipe Line Rates under Subsection 25 (18) of the Act ....
Pipe Line Rates under Subsection 25 (18) of the Act ....
Property Income Questionnaire
Refund of Fees for Complaints
Regulation to Revoke Various Regulations made under the
Asse.ssment Act
Revision and Certification of Assessment Commissioner's
List




ASSESSMENT REVIEW BOARD ACT/LOI SUR LA
COMMISSION DE REVISIONDE DEVALUATION
FONCIERE
Assessment Review Board Rules of Procedure
Procedure





PATHOLOGY ACT, 199VLOIDE I99I SUR LES
AUDIOLOGISTES ETLES ORTHOPHONISTES
Committee Composition














































BAJMFFS \CJILOI SUR LES HUISSIERS
Cienenil
BEKF CATTLE MARKETING ACT/LOI SUR LA




Weighing of Live Cattle
BEES ACT/LO/ SUR L'APICULTURE
General
BLIND PERSONS' RIGHTS ACT/LO/ SUR LES
DROITS DESAVEUGLES
Guide Dogs
BOILERS AND PRESSURE VESSELS ACT/LO/ SUR
LES CHA UDIERES ETAPPAREILS SOUS
PRESSION
Cieneral
BOUNDARIES ACT/LOI SUR LE BORNAGE
GcneTiiVDispositions generales




BUSINESS CORPORATIONS ACTILOI SUR LES
SOCIETES PARACTIONS
f-,xemptions for The AJgoma Steel Corporation, Limited .
General/D;.s/7ov(/;o/?.v generales
BliSINESS NAMES ACT/LOI SUR LES NOMS
COMMERCIAUX
General/Dispositions generales



























1/92, 721/92, 349/93, 444/96, 541/96
322/91, 278/92, 323/93
400/91, 158/93, 160/93. 383/94, 20/95,
395/96, Rev. 403/97
22/98, 102/98, 122/98. 152/99, 278/99,
593/99, 597/99
Rev. 86/92
578/91, 594/92, 627/93, 637/94, 293/95,
400/95, 308/96. 561/98, 190/99. 196/99
579/91, 334/92. 595/92, 624/93, 175/94,
401/95, 441/95, 256/96, 309/96, 562/98,
191/99








BUSINESS REGULATION REFORM ACT, 1994/
LOI DE 1994 PORTANTREFORME DE LA
REGLEMENTATION DES ENTREPRISES
General
CAPITAL INVESTMENT PLAN ACT, 19931LOIDE
1993 SUR LE PLAN D'INVESTISSEMENT
General
Public Bodies
Toll Devices—Period of Validation
Toll Highway Designations




CEMETERIES ACT (REVISED)/LO/ SUR LES
CIMETIERES (REVISEE)
Burial Sites




CENTENNIAL CENTRE OF SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY ACT/LO/ SUR LE CENTRE
CENTENNIAL DES SCIENCES ETDE LA
TECHNOLOGIE
Application of Corporations Act
Fees




CHANGE OF NAME ACT/LO/ SUR LE
CHANGEMENTDE NOM
Gen&reAIDispositions generates



























365/92, 394/93, Rev. 251/94
323/91, Rev. 514/93
326/91
17/91. 189/91, 340/91. 414/91, 594/91,
651/91, 719/91, 32/92, 224/92. 425/92,
465/92. 651/92. 714/92. 45/93, 217/93.
368/93, 882/93, 236/94, 314/94, 368/94,
371/94. 535/94. 586/94. 178/95, 182/95,
185/95, 192/95, 220/96. 229/96, 341/96,
11/97. 198/97. 41/98, 234/98, 640/98,
149/99, 371/99





CHILI) AND FAMILY SKRVICKS WMLOI SVR
LES SERVICES A VENFANCE ETA LA FAMILLE
(•xemptions from Act—Six Nations of the (Jrand River . .
Cieneral
Register
CIIILHRKN'S LAW REFORM ACT/LOI PORTANT
REFORME DU DROITDE L'ENFANCE
1-ornis
CHIROPODY ACTILOI SUR LES PODOLOGUES
General
CHIROPODY ACT, 19911LOI DE 1991 SUR LES
PODOLOGUES
Committee Composition






CHIROPRACTIC ACT, 19911LOI DE I99I SUR LES
CHIROPRATICIENS
Committee Composition






COLLECTION AGENCIES ACT/LO/ SUR LES
AGENCES DE RECOUVREMENT
(Jeneral
COMlVIERCIAI> CONCENTRATION TAX ACT/LOI
DE L IMPOT SUR LES CONCENTRA TIONS
COMMERCIALES
General
COMMISSIONERS FOR TAKING AFFIDAVITS
AC:T/L0/ SUR LES COMMISSAIRESAUX
AFFIDAVITS
Fees
COMMODITY BOARDS AND MARKETING















1.39/91, 239/92. 683/92, 161/93, 400/93,
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CONDOMlNIinVI ACTILOI SUR LES
CONDOMINIUMS
(leneral
Surveys and 'Ilic Description
CONSKNT TO TREATMENT ACT, 1992/LOI DE
1992 SUR LE CONSENTEMENTAU
TRAITEMENT
General
CONSERVATION AUTHORITIES ACT/LOI SUR

































































































Fill and Alteration to Waterways
—Raisin Region
—Sault Ste. Marie Region Conservation Authority








—Ganaraska Region Conservation Authority
—Grand River
—Grey Sauble Conservation Authority
—Halton Region Conservation Authority
—Hamilton Region




—^Long Point Region Conservation Authority
—Lower Thames Valley
—Lower Trent Region
—Maitland Valley Conservation Authority
—Mattagami Region
—Metropolitan Toronto and Region
—Mississippi Valley (The)
—Moira River
—Napanee Region Conservation Authority
—








—Otonabee Region Conversation Authority
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Ontario Film and Television Tax Credit
Small Business Investment Tax Credit for Banks
COSTS OF DISTRESS ACT/LOI SUR LES FRAIS DE
SAISIE-GAGERIE
Costs
COUNTY OF OXFORD ACT/LOI SUR LE COMTE
D 'OXFORD
Equalization of Assessments (Oxford County) under
Section 84.13 of the Act
Protection of Employees
Rating By-laws—^Extension oflime




Rates of Taxation, 1991
Rates of Taxation, 1992
Rates of Taxation, 1993
Urban Services
Ward System
COUNTY OF SIMCOE ACT, 19931LOIDE 1993 SUR
LE COMTE DE SIMCOE
Amalgamated Town
—
^Ward System for the Hydro-Electric Power Commission
General
Midland (Town of). Township of Tiny Boundary—Related
Matters
Protection of Benefits of Employees and Retired
Employees
Rates of Taxation for General Purposes, 1994
Rates of Taxation for General Purposes. 1997
COURTS OF JUSTICE ACT/LOI SUR LES
TRIBUNA UXJUDICIAIRES
Bilingual Proceedings
Bilingual Proceedings: Additions to Schedules 1 and 2 of
Section 126 of the Act/Instances bilingues : ajouts mix





District of Algoma Civil Case Management Rules//?eg/g.s
de gestion des causes civiles du district d'Algoma ....
Duties of Clerks and Bailiffs of the Small Qaims Court . .
Essex Civil Case Management Rules//?eg/ev de gestion




























714/91, 453/92, 120/93, 171/96, 488/96,













536/92. 762/93, 743/94, 519/95, 531/96,
439/97, 628/98, 293/99, 584/99
397/91, 537/92, 211/93, 763/93, 744/94,
518/95, 532/96, 440/97, 629/98, 294/99,
585/99









Family Law Rii\cfi/Regles en matiere de droit de la famille
Framework Agreement on Judges' Remuneration





Number oi }udgcslNonihre de juges
Part-Tmie Provincial Judges Authorized to Practise Law .
Provincial Judges Benefits
Rules tor the Toronto Region E-filing Pilot Project/7?eg/e.s
du projet pilote de depot electronique de la region de
Toronto
Rules of Civil Procedure/7?^g/es' de procedure civile ....
Rules of the Court of Appeal in Appeals under the
Provincial Offences Act
Rules of the Court of Appeal in Appeals under the
Provincial Offences Act/Regies de la Cour d'appel
relatives aiix appels interjetes en vertu de la Loi sur les
infractions provinciates
Rules of the Ontario Court (General Division) and the
Ontario Court (Provincial Division) in Appeals under
Section 1 16 of the Provincial Offences Act
Rules of the Ontario Court (General Division) and the
Ontario Court (Provincial Division) in Appeals under
Section 1 16 of the Provincial Offences Acl/Regles de la
Cour de I'Ontario (Division generate) et de la Cour de
I'Ontario (Division provinciate) relatives aux appels
interjetes en vertu de I'arlicte 116 de la Loi sur tes
infractions provinciates
Rules of the Ontario Court (General Division) in Estate
Proceedings
Rules of the Ontario Court (Provincial Division) in
Appeals under Section 135 of the Provincial Offences
Act
Rules of the Ontario Court (Provincial Division) in
Appeals under Section 135 of the Provincial Offences
Act/Regies de la Cour de t'Ontario (Division
provinciate) relatives aux appels interjetes en vertu de
t'article 135 de la Loi sur tes infractions provinciates .























72/92. 468/93. 282/95, 429/97, 215/98,
294/98, Rev. 114/99
441/99, 544/99
391/91, 619/91, 176/92, 213/93, 558/93,




368/95, 303/96. 296/99, Rev. 502/99
Rev. 67/92
269/91, Rev. 67/92
417/97, 103/98, 630/98, Rev. 289/99
219/91, 396/91, 73/92, 175/92, 535/92,
770/92, 212/93, 465/93, 466/93, 766/93,
351/94, 484/94, 739/94, 740/94, 69/95,
70/95, 377/95. 533/95, 534/95, 60/96,
61/96, 175/96, 332/96, 333/96, 536/96,
554/96, 555/96, 118/97, 348/97, 427/97,
442/97, 171/98, 214/98, 217/98, 292/98,
452/98, 453/98, 570/98, 627/98, 288/99,





705/91, 71/92, 467/93, 428/97, 216/98,
293/98, Rev. 114/99
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—Black Tobacco/.vi/r le lahac noir
—Biirley Tobacco/.v/jr le tabac Biirley
—Butternut Squash/vi/r les courses musquees
—Carrots (see now Fresh Market Carrots)
—Carrots (Processing)
—Coloured Beans/.s«r les haricots colores
—Corn
—Cucunibers/.v(/r les concombres
—Flue -Cured Tobacco/.v«r le tabac jaune
—Forage Seeding Establishment/.s/^r iimplantation dii
foiirrage
—Fresh Market Carrots/vwr les carottes fraiches
—Grapes
—Green and Wax Beans
—Greenhouse Vegetables
—Hay and Pasture/s;/r le foin et le patiirage
—Honey/.s7/r le niiel









—Popping Corn/v»r le nia'is d eclater




























488/91, 436/92. 95/93, 85/94, 3/95,
443/95, 478/96. Rev. 383/97
551/91, 431/92. 245/93, 562/93. 430/94,
469/94. 226/95, 246/96, Rev. 382/97
246/93, Rev. 382/97
490/91. 615/92. 262/93. 563/93, 433/94,
474/94. 259/95, 363/96, Rev. 382/97
576/93, 438/94. 166/95. 283/96.
Rev. 383/97
570/91, 462/92, 248/93, 564/93, 86/94,
135/95, 237/96, Rev. 382/97
117/93. 565/93, 87/94, 134/95, 242/96,
Rev. 383/97
489/91, 640/92. 249/93, 566/93, 471/94,
648/94. 251/95. 318/96. Rev. 382/97
674/92. 250/93, 567/93. 649/94, 252/95,
364/96, Rev. 382/97
307/91, 433/92, 251/93. 641/93, 650/94,
133/95, Rev. 382/97
552/91, 677/92, 247/93, 539/93, 436/94,
470/94. 250/95, 181/96, Rev. 382/97
331/91. 607/92. 301/93, 88/94, 208/95,
281/96, 518/96, Rev. 383/97
550/91. 606/92. 65/93. 568/93. 651/94,
165/95, 249/96, Rev. 383/97
Rev. 424/92
79/91. 432/92. 252/93, 729/93, 652/94,
243/96. Rev. 382/97
492/91. 608/92, 253/93, 540/93, 431/94,
227/95, Rev. 382/97
485/91, 254/93, 569/93, 441/94, 253/95,
286/96. Rev. 382/97
553/91. 118/93, 570/93, 89/94, 132/95,
238/96. Rev. 383/97
491/91. 616/92. 255/93, 571/93, 426/94,
472/94. 254/95. 245/96. Rev. 382/97
419/92, 256/93, 90/94. 7/95. 519/96.
Rev. 382/97
618/92. 257/93. 572/93. 434/94, 255/95,
247/96. Rev. 382/97
420/92. 178/93. 91/94, 8/95. 444/95.
517/96. Rev. 383/97
675/92, 258/93. 439/94. 256/95. 317/96,
Rev. 382/97
612/92. 259/93. 573/93, 432/94, 257/95,
Rev. 382/97
184/91. 421/92. 302/93. 92/94. 9/95,
445/95. 539/96. Rev. 383/97
712/91. 605/92. 260/93. 574/93. 427/94,
473/94. 183/96. Rev. 382/97
613/92, 261/93. 575/93. 428/94. 258/95,
369/96. Rev. 382/97





DANC.KROUS COODS TRANSPORTATION ACT/
LOI SUR LE TRANSPORTDE MATIERES
DANGEREUSES
Cicncnil
DAY NURSERIES \CTILOI SUR LES GARDERIES




DEAD ANIMAL DISPOSAL \CT/LOI SUR LES
CADAVRES D'ANIMAUX
General/D/spo.s7//o«s generates
DENTAL HYGIENE ACT, 1991/LOI DE 1991 SUR
LES HYGIENISTES DENTAIRES
Composition of Statutory Committees






DENTAI. TECHNICIANS ACT/LOI SUR LES
TECHNICIENS DENTAIRES
General
DENTAL TECHNOLOGY ACT, 1991/LOI DE 1991
SUR LES TECHNOLOGUES DENTAIRES

































50/91, 218/91, 458/91, 708/92, 42/93,
373/93, 17/94. 583/94, 677/94. 112/97,












DENTURE THERAPISTS ACTILOI SUR LES
DENTUROLOGVES
General
DENTIJRISM ACT, 19911LOIDE 1991 SUR LES
DENTVROLOGISTES
Committee Composition





DEPOSITS REGULATION ACTILOI SUR LES
DEPOTS D'ARGENT
General




DEVELOPMENT CHARGES ACT, 19911LOIDE
1997 SUR LES REDEVANCESD'AMENAGEMENT
GeneiallDispositions generates
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATIONS ACTILOI SUR
LES SOCIETES DE DEVELOPPEMENT




Ontario Film Development Corporation (The)
Ontario Immigrant Investor Corporation
Ontario International Corporation
Ontario International Trade Corporation
Ontario Superbuild Corporation
Ontario Tourism Marketing Partnership Corporation ....
DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES ACTILOI SUR LES
SERVICESAUX PERSONNES ATTEINTES D'UN
HANDICAPDE DEVELOPPEMENT
General
DIETETICS ACT, 19911LOI DE 1991 SUR LES
DIETETISTES
Composition of Statutory Committees































DISTRICT MirNIClPAIJTY OF MUSKOKA ACT/








DISTRJCT SOCIAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
BOARDS ACTILOl SUR LES CONSEILS
D 'ADMINISTRA TION DE DISTRICT DES
SERVICES SOCIAUX (formerly District Welfare
Administration Boards Acl/anciennenienl Loi stir les
conseils d'administration de district de I'aide sociale)
District Social Services Administration Boards
General
DISTRICT WELFARE ADMINISTRATION
BOARDS ACT/LOI SUR LES CONSEILS
D'ADMINISTRATION DE DISTRICTDE L'AIDE
SOCIALE
Application for Grant under Section 10 of the Act
DRAINAGE ACT/LO/ SUR LE DRAINAGE
Forms/Forniiiles
Rules of Practice and Procedure to be Followed in All
Proceedings Before the Referee
DRUG AND PHARMACIES REGULATION ACT/LOI
SUR LA RECLEMENTATION DESMEDICAMENTS
ET DES PHARMACIES (formerly Health Disciplines

























877/93. 594/94, Rev. 243/97
37/99, 112/99,608/99
418/94. 484/97. Rev. 278/98
573/91
659/91.547/93. spent
660/91. 641/92. 642/92. 548/93
747/91. 743/92, 290/93. 704/93. 784/94.
298/96, 120/97. 275/97. 644/98, 179/99
1 19/97, 444/97, 643/98. 180/99
212/92, 380/92. 153/93. 308/93, 366/93,
705/93
21 1/92, 154/93, 205/93. 549/93, spent
550/93
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Representation on District School Boards—1997 Regular
^tclionlRepresentation au sein des conseils scolaires
de district — election ordinaire de 1997
Reserve for Working Funds VJimiXlPlafond de la reserve
pour fonds de roulemeni
Reserve Funds/Fonr/.v de reserve
School Attendance Rights—Non-Resident Property
Ownets/Droit de fi-equentation scolaire—
proprietaires de biens non residents
School Attendance Rights—Resident Business Property
Owners and Tenants/Dro// de fi-equentation scolaire—
proprietaires et locataires de biens d'entreprise
residents
School Year and School Holidays/An«ee scolaire et
conges scolaires (see now School Year Calendar/vorr
maintenant Calendrier de I'annee scolaire)
School Year Calendai/Calendrier de I'annee scolaire . . .
Second Instalment Payment of School Taxes in
\998/Deuxieme versement echelonne des impots
scolaires de 1998
Special Education Advisory Committees/Comites
consultatifs pour I'enfance en difficulte
Special Education Identification Placement and Review
Committees and Appeals/Com(7e.v d'identification, de
placement et de revision en education de I'enfance en
difficulte. Appels
Sf>ecial Education Programs and Services
Special Grant
Student Focused Funding—Legislative Grants for the
School Board 1998-99 Fiscal Ye-dr/Financement axe
sur les besoins des eleves — subventions generales
pour I'exercice 1998-1999 du conseil scolaire
Student Focused Funding—Legislative Grants for the
School Board 1999-2000 Fiscal Year/Financement axe
sur les besoins des eleves— subventions generales
pour I'exercice 1999-2000 des conseils scolaires ....
Supervised Alternative Learning for Excused Pupils/
Apprentissage parallele dirige pour eleves dispenses de
frequentation scolaire
Supervisory Officers




^Definition of Business Property and Residential
Property
—Eligible Theatre Definition
—Rates under Subsection 255 (1) of the Act
—Relief in Unorganized Territory (Section 257.2.1 of the
Act)
—Taxation of Certain Railway, Power Utility Lands ....
—
































622A>8, 78/99, 346/99, 397/99
494/98, 705/98, 343/99, 408/99
408A)8, 438/98, 499/98, 707/98, 79/99,
307/99, 308/99, 395/99, 421/99, 496/99,
598/99
310








Territory Without Municipal Organization Attached to a
District MunicipaHty
Third Instalment of School Taxes in \9991Paiement du
troisieme versemenl echelonne d'impots scolaires en
1999
Training Assistance
Transitional Provisions Relating to the Kirkland
L-ake-Tuiiiskaming Separate School Zone Boundary
Changes Made By Ontario Regulation 130/92/Disposi-
tions Iransitoires relatives aux modifications apportees
aux Untiles de la zone d'ecoles separees de Kirkland
Lake-Timiskaming par le Reglement de I'Ontario
730192
Transition Assistance GTunls/Subventions d'aide a la
transition
Transition Assistance Grants, No. 2/Subventions d'aide a
la transition, n" 2
Transition from Old Boards to District School Boards/
Transition des anciens conseils aux conseils scolaires
de district
Trustee Distribution//?e/7ar//7(Ort des conseillers scolaires





ELECTRICITY ACT, 1998/LO/ DE 1998 SUR
LELECTRICITE
Definitions and Exemptions






Low-volume Consumers— Section 26 of the Act
Payments in Lieu of Corporate Taxes
Pension Plans
References to Ontario Hydro
Transfer Orders and Transfer By-laws
Transfer Tax on Municipal Electricity Property
Transition—Generation Corporation Tariffs
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION ACT (MINISTRY
OF CONSUMER AND COMMERCIAL
RELATIONS STATUTES), 1991ILOIDE 1991 SUR
L'ENREGISTREMENTELECTRONIQUE DANS
LE CADRE DE LOIS RELEVANTDU MINISTERE
DE LA CONSOMMATIONETDU COMMERCE
Designation of Acts
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ENKRCY ACTILOI SUR LES HYDROCARBURES
C'ertificatfs






Oil and Gas Pipeline Systems
Oil Pipeline Systems
Propane Storage, Handling and Utilization Code
Propane Storage, Handling and Utilization
Propane Storage, Handling and Utilization




ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT ACTILOI SUR
LES EVALUATIONS ENVIRONNEMENTALES
Deadlines
Designation and Exemption—Private Sector Developers .
Designation(s)
—Browning-Ferris Industries Limited
—Canadian Waste Services Inc
—Fibre Lnvironmental and Ecology Limited
—H. Dodge Haulage Ltd. Landfill Site
—Latleche Environment Inc. (1222024 Ontario Limited)
—Liiidlaw Environmental Services Ltd
—I^idlaw Environmental Services Ltd.—Rotary Kiln
Incinerator (see now Laidlaw Environmental Services
Ltd.)
—Laidlaw Waste System Inc
—I^ke Ontario Steel Company—A Division of Co-Steel
Inc
—Notre Development Corporation
—St. Thomas Sanitary Collection Service Limited and
Advance Container of Canada Limited, a Division of




EFW Facility at 7656 Bramalea Road. Brampton
Exemption for Emergency Activities on 'ITiree Abandoned


































679/91, 217/92, 538/92, 542/92, 447/93,
349/96, 442/96, 543/96
680/91, 540/92, 544/92, 73/93, 448/93,
443/96, Rev. 157/97
399/91, 681/91, 219/92, 541/92, 546/92,
449/93, 350/96, 544/96, Rev. 546/96
682/91, 545/92, 450/93, 545/96,
Rev. 157/97
683/91, 707/91, 218/92, 539/92, 543/92,
451/93, Rev. 250/94
351/96, 441/96, Rev. 514/96
326/98
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—Lssex. 'I"he Corporalion of the County of
—ESSF-CIM
—^Fanshawe ("oliege—MCU-()7
—l-ort l->ie. The Corporation of the Town of
—FORTH- 1-1
—FORT-F.-T-2
—1-rontenac. and Lennox and Addington, Counties of
—FRON-C-1
—Gloucester. City of. Hydro-Fiectric Commission
—GLOU-C-1
—Gloucester. City of, Hydro-Hlectric Commission
—GLOU-C-2
—Goderich. The Corporation of the Township of, The
Corporation of the Town of Goderich, The Corporation





—Grimsby. The Corporation of the Town of
—GRlM-T-1
—Guelph, The Corporation of the City of
—GUEL-C-1
—Hamilton, City of—HAM-C-1
—Hamilton, The Corporation of the City of
—HAMl-C-1
—Hamilton Region Conservation Authority
—HMR-1
—Hearst. The Corporation of the Town of Hearst
—HRST-T-1




—Kapuskasing, The Corporation of the Town of
—KAF-T-2
—Keewatin, The Corporation of the Town of
—KEEW-Tl
—Kincardine. The Town of—KJNC-T-1
—Kingston, The Corporation of the Township of
—MUN-1
—Kitchener-Wilmot Hydro
—Lambton, The Corporation of the County of
—LAMB-CT-1
—Lindsay. The Town of—LIND-T-1





—Metropolitan Toronto, The Municipality of
—METR-M-5
































































-Metropolitan Toronto, The Municipality of, and
Toronto Transit Commission—^TTC-04
-Michipicoten, The Corporation of the Township of
—MICH-TP-1
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-Ministry of Natural Resources. Ministry of Health and
Ministry of Agriculture. I'ond and Rural Affairs
—MNR-62
-Ministry of Natural Resources and































-Nepean Hydro-F-lectric Commission (Nepean Hydro)
—NEPE-C-1
—NFPE-C:-2
-Niagara C'ollege of Applied Arts and Technology
—CU-AA-05
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R.R.O.
1990











—Toronto's Wislirn I^ciictus Storage Tunnel.
City ol~l()R-C-5
—Val Rita-Harty. Ilic ("orporation of the Township of
(Owens. Williamson and Idington)








—Windsor. District Heating and Cooling—OH -35
—York, llie Regional Municipality of
—YORK-RC-l
Ceneral
Revocation Order under Section 3.2
Rules of Practice—Environmental Assessment Board . .
ENVIRONMENTAL BILL OF RIGHTS, 1993/
CHARTE DBS DROITS ENVIRONNEMENTA UX
DE 1993
Classification of Proposals for Instruments
(leneral
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACl ILOI SUR
LA PROTECTION DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT
Air Contaminants I'rom Ferrous Foundries
Ambient Air Quality Criteria
Boilers
Certificate of Approval Exemptions—Air
C'ertificates of Approval (Section 9 of the Act)
—Exemptions
C'lasses of Contaminants—Exemptions




Discharge of Sewage From Pleasure Boats
Disposable Containers for Milk
Disposable I'aper Containers for Milk
Dry C'leaners
I't'tluent Monitoring



























































649/89. 269/90. 418/90. Rev. 64/95
602/89. 139/90. Rev. 214/95











Sulphur Content of ["uels
Transitional Provisions relating to the Repeal of Part VIII
of the Act
Waste Audits and Waste Reduction Work Plans
Waste Disposal Sites and Waste Management Systems
Subject to Approval under the Environmental
Assessment Act
Waste Management—PCB's
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL ACT/LOI SUR LE CONSEIL
EXECUTIF
Transfer of Administration of Acl/Transfert de la
responsabilite de I'application d'une loi
—Ontario Municipal Board Act Transferred to Minister of
Municipal Affairs/Lo; sur la Commission des affaires





Rules to be Applied for the Purposes of Subsection 32 (1)
of the Acl/Regles a appliquer aux fins dii paragraphe
32 (l)delaLoi
EXTRA-PROVINCIAL CORPORATIONS ACT/LOI
SUR LES PERSONNES MORALES
EXTRAPROVINCIALES
Ge,ne,\a\lDispositions generales
FAIRNESS FOR PARENTS AND EMPLOYEES ACT
(TEACHERS' WITHDRAWAL OF SERVICES),
1997/LO/ DE 1997 SUR LE TRAITEMENT
EQUITABLE DES PARENTS ETDES EMPLOYES
(RETRAITDE SERVICES PAR LES
ENSEIGNANTS)
Application Deadline/Da/e limite de presentation des
demandes
Application Deadline/Dare limite de presentation des
demandes
FAIRNESS IS A TWO-WAY STREET ACT
(CONSTRUCTION LABOUR MOBILITY),
1999ILOI DE 1999 PORTANTQUE LA JUSTICE
N'ESTPASA SENS UNIQUE (MOBILITE DE LA
MAIN-D'OEUVRE DANS L INDUSTRIE DE LA
CONSTRUCTION)
Designation under Section 25 of the Acl/Designation aux




































FARM PRODUCTS CRADKS AND SALKS ACT/LOI








































—IDissolutit)n of Local Board
—Marketing
—Plan
By-laws tor Local Boards









































727/91, 332/94, 89/95, 40/99




589/91, 161/92, 440/92, 546/93. 902/93,
607/94, 322/95. 437/95, 420/96, 239/97,
609/98, 458/99





















—Ontario Canola Growers' Association
—Ontario Coloured Bean Growers' Association
Dissolution of Ontario Potato Growers' Marketing Board
Eggs
—Extension of Powers of the Canadian Egg Marketing
Agency





































































245/91. 194/92. 560/92, 404/95, 528/96,
443/97




25/97, 18/98, 415/98, 555/99
538/91, 163/92,405/95
713/91, 686/94
273/92, 697/93, 810/94, Rev. 247/99














542/91, 87/92, 2/93, 906/93. 465/99
3/93, 449/95. 87/99, 464/99
338/93, 256/94
259/94
924 TABl.I- OI- RFGUIATIONS








nNANQAL ADMINISTRATION ACT/LOI SUR
VADMINISTRATION FINANCIERE
Destruction of Securities
Fee for Dishonoured Cheques
Payments to the Ontario Transportation Capital
Corporation
Payments to the Ontario Transportation Capital
Corporation
Prescribed Currency
FINANaAL SERVICES COMMISSION OF
ONTARIO ACT, 1997/LO/DE 1997 SUR LA
COMMISSION DBS SERVICES FINANCIERSDE
L'ONTARIO
Assessment of Expenses and Expenditures— Insurance
Sector
nRE DEPARTMENTS ACTILOI SUR LES
SERVICES DES POMPIERS
Filing in Ontario Court (General Division) of Decision of
Arbitrator or Arbitration Board
Standards for Pumpers




FIRE PROTECTION AND PREVENTION ACT,
\991ILOIDE 1997 SUR LA PREVENTIONETLA
PROTECTION CONTRE L'INCENDIE
Appointment of Arbitrators and Conciliation Officers . .
.
Fire Code
FISH AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION ACT,












































88/99, 96/99, 219/99, 226/99, 387/99,
580/99
582/99
334/91, 522/91, 639/91, 143/92, 450/92,
532/92, 609/92, 737/92, 68A>3, 411/93,
844/93, 667/94, 465/95, 460/96, 348/98,
157/99








FORKST FIRES PRKVENTION ACTILOI SUR LA
PREVENTION DES INCENDIES DE FORET
















































457 304/94, 159/95, Rev. 207/96
207/96
92/91

































FORESTRY ACT/LOI SUR LES FORETS
Nurseries
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND
PROTECTION OF PRIVACY ACT/LOI SUR
L'ACCESA L'lNFORMATIONETLA
PROTECTIONDE LA VIE PRIVEE
Disposal of Personal Information
General/Dispositions generates
FRENCH LANGUAGE SERVICES ACT/LOI SUR
LES SERVICES EN FRAN^AIS
Designation of Additional Ateas/Designation de regions
additionnelles
Designation of Public Service Agencies/Designation




FRESHWATER FISH MARKETING ACT
{0NTAR10)/L0I SUR LA COMMERCIAUSATION






























































371/91, 135/92, 497/92, 532/93, 305/94,
88/95, 21/96, 331/96, 26/97, 478/97,
104/99, 138/99, 304/99
406/94, 62/96, 486/96, 100/98, 109/99
Rev. R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 461, s. 3
411/97
742/91, 405/92, Rev. 398/93
278/94








FHKL TAX \CTILOI DE LA TAXE SUR LES
CARBURANTS
Oeneral
InteriKitional luicl Tax Agreement
Miscellaneous
Refunds
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND ESTABLISHMENTS






Licensing and Business Practices
FlIR FARMS ACT/LOI SUR LES FERMES
D 'ELEVACE D 'ANIMA UXA FOURRURE
General
General
GAME AND FISH ACTILOI SUR LA CHASSE ETLA
PECHE (see now Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act,
\991ILoi de 1997 sur la protection du poisson et de la
faune)
Aboriginal Community Fishing Licences
Amphibians
Animals Declared to be Fur-Bearing hmmaXslAnimaux
declares des animaux a fourrure
Apprentice Hunters
Aylmer Hunting Area
Aylmer Lagoon Hunting Area
Bag Limit for Black Bear/Limite de prise d'ours noir . . .
Beaver Meadow Hunting Area
Black Bear Management Areas
Bows and Arrows/Arcs- et fleches
BuUfroga/Ouaouarons
Calton Swamp Hunting Area




Copeland Forest Hunting Area
Crown Game Preserves
Discharge of Firearms From or Across Highways and
Roads


































644/91, 732/91, 456/92, 296/94, 532/94,
141/96, 30/97, 325/97, 556/99
625/99















81/91, 534/93, 555/94, 463/95,
Rev. 665/98
361/91, Rev. 665/98
























Fur Harvest, Fur Management and Conservation Course/
Cours sur la capture, la gestion et la protection des
animaux a fourrure
Futs/Fourrures
Game Bird Hunting Preserves/Reserves de chasse au
gibier a plume
Game Birds—Captivity, Propagation or Sale/Captivite,




Hunter Safety Training Course/Cowrs deformation des
chasseurs
Hunting in Lake Superior Provincial Park
Hunting in Long Point National Wildlife Area
Hunting Licences
Hunting Licences
Hunting on Crown Lands in the Geographic Townships of
Bruton and C\yde/Chasse sur les terres de la Couronne
dans les cantons geographiques de Bruton et de Clyde
Hunting on Designated Crown Land and in Provincial
Parks
Lake St. Lawrence Hunting Area
Licence to Chase Raccoon at Night and Fox, Coyote or
Wolf During the Day
Licence to Possess i^tts/Permis de possession de filets . .
Licences with Respect to Fish
Luther Marsh Hunting Area
Moose Hunting in Larose Forest
Moose Hunting in Larose Forest
Moose Hunting in Larose Forest
Nashville Tract Hunting Area
Navy Island Hunting Area
Open Seasons/5awon.9 de chasse
—Black Bear
—Fur-Bearing Animals
































82/91, 362/91, 368/97, Rev. 665/98
94/92, 187/92, 66/94, 105/95,
Rev. 664/98
103/91, 319/92, 567/92, Rev. 740/92
777/92, 462/93, 670/93, 897/93, 9/94,
297/94, 415/94, 47/95, 17/98, 557/98,
Rev. 664/98
365/91, Rev. 667/98
84/91, 520/91, 638/91, 221/92, 280/93,
493/93, 622/93, 738/94, 399/95, 342/97,
425/97, 558/98, 559/98, Rev. 667/98
363/91, 281/93, Rev. 665/98
369/91, Rev. 665/98
294/91, 282/93, Rev. 665/98
Rev. 665/98
Rev. 665/98
364/91, 49/97, Rev. 665/98
Rev. 665/98
622/94, Rev. 665/98
24/91, 83/91, 102/91, 147/92, 257/92,
317/92, 529/92, 739/92, Rev. 300/93
463/93, 466/95, 50/97, 302/97, 367/97,
386/97, 178/98, 556/98, Rev. 665/98
511/91, Rev. 665/98
202/92, 203/92, 283/93, 387/93, 841/93,












80/91, 145/92, 842/93, 64/96,
Rev. 665/98
814/93, 489A>6, 350/97, Rev. 667/98
101/91, 228/91, 615/91, 146/92, 530/92,
165/93, 183/94, 117/95, 63/96, 161/96,
117/97, 169/98, Rev. 665/98







—Rabbi Is and Squirrels/Lap/'n et ecureuil
—Snapping Turtles
Orangeville Reservoir Hunting Area
Permit—Re Subsection 83 (3) of the Act
Permit to Export Game
Petroglyphs Provincial Park Hunting Area
Polar Btats/Oiirs polaires
Prohibition of Hunting and Possession of Firearms
Prohibition of Hunting and Possession of Firearms
Reporting and Registering Possession of Certain Game/
Rapport siir la possession de certains animaiix faisant
partie dii gibier et enregistrement de celle-ci
RcpliWs/Reptiles
Sale of Bass and Trout and Fishing Preserves/Vfe«/e
d'acliigan et de truite et reserves de peche
Snares
Stag Island Hunting Area
Tiny Marsh Hunting Area




Traps—Order under Subsection 30 (4) of the Act/
Pieges — Ordonnance rendiie en application dii
paragraphe 30 (4) de la Loi
Waters Set Apart—Frogs
Wolves and Black Bears in Captivity/Z,o((/>.s' et ours noirs
gardes en captivite
(iAMING CONTROL ACT, 1992/LOI DE 1992 SVR
LA REGLEMENTATION DESJEUX
Games of Chance Conducted and Managed by the Ontario
Casino Corporation and the Ontario Lottery
Corporation
Games of Chance on Slot Machines Conducted and
Managed by the Ontario Lottery Corporation
General (see now General—Games of Chance Held in
Casinos)
Cieneral—Games of Chance Held in Casinos
General—Games of Chance Not Held in Casinos
Registration of Suppliers and Gaming Assistants—-Games
of Chance Held in Casinos/Inscription des foiirnisseiirs
et des preposes an jeii —jeiix de hasard se deroulant
dans des casinos
Registration of Suppliers and Gaming Assistants—Games
of Chance Not Held in Casinos/Inscription des
fournisseurs et des preposes an jeit —jeux de hasard






























333/91. 335/91, 521/91. 523/91. 267/92,
318/92, 397/92, 449/92, 531/92, 355/93,
843/93, 624/94, 464/95, 472/96, 301/97,
303/97, 387/97, 168/98, 347/98,
Rev. 665/98
528/91, Rev. 665/98









367/91, 779/91, Rev. 668/98












628/94, 73/96. 58/98. Rev. 385/99
59/98
627/94, 74/96, 57/98. Rev. 385/99
626/94, 809/94, 55/98







(".RKATER TORONTO SKRVICKS BOARD ACT,
1998/^0/ DE 1998 SVR LA COMMISSION DES
SERVICES DV GRAND TORONTO
(leneral 136/99
GUARANTKK COMPANIES SKCirRITHCS ACTILOI
SUR LES COMPAQNIES DE CA UTIONNEMENT




IIEALINC; ARTS RADIATION PROTECTION
ACTILOI SUR LA PROTECTION CONTRE LES
RAYONS X
Hospitals and Health Facilities Prescribed for the Installa-
tion and Operation of (Computerized Axial Tomography
Scanners
X-Ray Safety Code
HEALTH CARDS AND NUMBERS CONTROL ACT,
1991/LOI DE 1991 SUR LE CONTROLE DES





107/91. 666/93, 198/94. 355/94, 484/95
147/91
HEALTH CARE ACCESSIBILITY ACTILOI SUR
L 'A CCESSIBILITE A UX SERVICES DE SANTE
Administrative Charge/Fra/.s d'administration
General
HEALTH CARE CONSENT ACT, 1996/LOI DE 1996









HEALTH DISCIPLINES ACTILOI SUR LES
SCIENCES DE LA SANTE (see now Drug and
Pharmacies Regulation Act/vo;> maintenant Loi sur la
reglementation des medicaments et des pharmacies^
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("iranI to the Northern Diabetes Health Network
Interests on Debts under Section 86.4 of the Act
I'ublic Pools
Qualitkations of Boards of Health SlaWQiialificaliori\ du
personnel des conseils de sanle
Rubies Ininuiiii/.ation///?i/H//«/.v«//o« contre la rage
Recreational Cdxwps.lCamps de loisirs
Reports/Wrtp/7or/.v
School Health Services and Programs/5erv;ce,v et
prof^rammes de sante scnlaire
Slaughterhouses and Meat I'rocessing Plants/Afcnf/o//-.s et
etahlissements de traitenienl des viandes
Specification of Communicable Diseases
Specification of Reportable Diseases
Wanani/Mandat
HIGHWAY 407 ACT, 199H/LOI DE 1998 SUR
L'AUTOROUTE 407
Highway 407 Lands
HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ACT/CODE DE LA ROUTE
Administrative Driver's Licence Suspension
Allowable Gross Weight for Designated Class of
Vehicle
Appeals
Commercial Motor Vehicle Inspections
Commercial Motor Vehicle Operators' Information
Commercial Vehicle Operator's Registration Certificates .
Commercial Vehicle Operator's Registration Certificates







Designation of Paved Shoulders on King's Highway ....




































109/91, 346/91, 310/92, 174/94, 320/94,
392/94, 393/94, 584/94, 18/95, 502/96
603/91













Photo-Radar System—I'art XIV. 1 ot the Highway Traffic
Act
Portable Lane ("ontroi Signal Systems
Provincially Approved Screening Devices
Reciprocal Suspension of Driver's Licence
Reciprocal Suspension of Licences
Red Light Camera System L'vidence
Restricted Use of Left Lanes by C'ommercial Motor
\A;hicles








Slow Moving Vehicle Sign
Special Permits
Special Permits






















Speed Limits in Provincial Parks
Speed Limits in Territory Without Municipal
Organization
Standards to Determine Allowable Gross Vehicle Weight
for Bridges
Stopping of Vehicles on Parts of the King's Highway . . . .









442/93, 74/94, 105/97. 717/98, 432/99
754/93
411/95
318/91. 762/91, 510/97, 373/98
Rev. 191/96
319/91




2/91. 4/91. 41/91, 75/91. 170/91, 221/91,
233/91, 419/91. 428/91, 483/91. 502/91,
563/91, 637/91. 642/91, 27/92, 138/92,
308/92, 339/92, 445/92, 470/92, 481/92,
626/92, 633/92. 767/92. 20/93. 63/93,
136/93, 206/93, 277/93. 306/93, 474/93,
488/93. 520/93. 661/93, 725/93, 895/93,
932/93, 25/94. 75/94. 293/94, 449/94,
564/94, 611/94. 661/94, 695/94, 4/95,
65/95, 123/95, 189/95. 269/95, 376/95,
495/95. 29/96, 30/96. 148/96. 325/96,
328/96. 396/96, 424/96, 466/96, 477/96,
44/97. 115/97, 140/97. 141/97, 194/97,
208/97, 209/97, 327/97, 356/97, 366/97,
432/97, 434/97, 26/98, 27/98, 28/98,
109/98, 206/98, 207/98. 208/98. 443/98,
511/98, 512/98, 541/98, 718/98, 2/99,
203/99, 223/99. 224/99. 225/99, 255/99,
362/99. 363/99. 364/99, 405/99. 440/99,
466/99, 467/99, 468/99, 634/99
166/94
40/91, 429/91, 140/92. 337/92, 447/92,
621/92, 26/93, 107/93. 278/93. 426/93,
510/93, 634/93, 147/96, 595/98
234/91, 529/91. 9/92, 62/92, 472/92,
142/93. 511/93, 804/93. 26/94. 80/94,
363/94. 35/95, 450/96, 29/98. 418/98,
596/98, 119/99








Stop Signs in Territory Without Municipal Organization
Suspension and Impoundment of Commercial Motor
Vehicles for Critical Defects under Section 82.1 of the
Act
Tire Standards and Specifications
Toll Devices
Traffic Control Signal Systems
Use of Controlled-Access Highways by Pedestrians . . .
.
Used Vehicle Information Package
Vehicle Configurations
Vehicle Permits
Vehicles for the Transportation of Physically Disabled
Passengers
Vehicles on Controlled-Access Highways
Yield Right-of-Way Signs in Territory Without Municipal
Organization






HOMEMAKERS AND NURSES SERVICES ACT/



















HOMES FOR RETARDED PERSONS ACT/LO/ SUR
LES FOYERS POUR DEFICIENTS MENTAUX
Genei&\/Di.spositions generates
HOMES FOR SPECIAL CARE ACT/LOI SUR LES







635/93, 27/94, 294/94, 565/94, 124/95,








198/91, 309/92. 590/92, 404/93, 820/93,
576/94, 245/95. 332/95, 337/97, 343/97,
508/97, 540/98. 654/98. 71/99, 254/99,
299/99, 437/99
533/94, 302/95, 184/96, 326/97
446/92. 24/93, 805/93, 468/96, 102/97,
433/97
432/91, 279/93, 28/94, 228/94, 295/94,
566/94, 125/95. 307/95, 387/95, 494/95,









314/91. 92/92. 409/92, 39/93, 376/93,
442/94,463/98,511/99
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Graduate Transitions Tax Credit
Ontario Tax Credit System
Ontario Tax Credit System
Ontario Tax Credit System
Ontario Tax Credit System
Ontario Tax Reduction
Tax Table for Individuals
INDEPENDENT HEALTH FACILITIES ACT/LO/




General (now) Facility Fees
General
Maximum Allowable Consideration
INDUSTRIAL STANDARDS ACT/LOI SUR LES
NORMESINDUSTRIELLES
Designation of Industries and Zones
Duties of Employers and Advisory Committees/
Obligations des employeurs et des comites
consultatifs
Interprovincially Competitive Induslries/Industries
concurrentielles a I'echelle interprovinciale
Publication Costs/Frais de publication
Schedule
—^Bricklaying and Stonemasonry Industry—Ottawa . .
.
—Bricklaying and Stonemasonry Industry—Toronto . .
—^Electrical Repair and Construction Industry—Toronto
—^Fur Industry—Ontario
—^Ladies' Qoak and Suit Industry—Ontario (see now
Women's Coat and Suit Industry
—Ladies Dress and Sportswear Industry (see now
Women's Dress and Sportswear Industry)
—Men's and Boys' Clothing Industry—Ontario
—Plastering Industry—Ottawa
—Women's Coat and Suit Industry
—Women's Dress and Sportswear Industry
INSURANCE ACT/LOI SUR LESASSURANCES
Agents
Agents' Licences (see now Agents)
Assessment of Commission Expenses and Expenditures
Assessment of Health System Costs
Automobile Insurance
Calculations under Qause 60 (1) (b) of the Act
Classes of Insurance
Compensation Corporations
Court Proceedings for Automobile Accidents that Occur



































72/91, 104/92, 18/93, 281/94, 46/96,
20/97, 401/97, 447/99
197/98, 650/98











231/92, 571/94, 107/97, Rev. 302/98
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JURIES ACTILOI SUR LESJURYS
General
JUSTICES OF THE PEACE ACTILOI SUR LES
JUGESDEPAIX
Salaries and Benefits
Salaries and Benefits of Justices of the Peace—Regions






505/94, 521/94, 726/94, 34/95, 107A>5,
199/95, 298/95, 98AI6, 395/98, 370/99
LABORATORY AND SPECIMEN COLLECTION
CENTRE LICENSING ACTILOIAUTORISANT
DES LABORATOIRES MEDICA UX ETDES
CENTRES DE PRELEVEMENT
LaboratoneslLaboratoires
Specimen Collection Centres/Cen/res de prelevement






LABOUR RELATIONS ACT, 1995/LO/ DE 1995 SUR
LES RELATIONS DE TRA VAIL
General/Dispositions generates
Office of the BoaT(ilBureai4x de la Commission
LABOUR SPONSORED VENTURE CAPITAL
CORPORATIONS ACT, 1992ILOIDE 1992 SUR
LES CORPORA TIONS A CAPITAL DE RISQUE DE
TRAVAILLEURS[ste. now Community Small Business
Investment Funds Act/vo;> maintenant Loi sur lesfonds
communautaires d'investissement dans les petites
entreprises)
LAKES AND RIVERS IMPROVEMENT ACTILOI





404/91, 607/91. 525/92, 399/93, 417/93,
795/93, 206/96, 46/98, 352/98, 536/98,
551/99
403/91, 472/91, 608/91, 361/92. 418/93,










383/92, 750/92, 781/92, 172/94, 517/99
513/91, Rev. 518/99
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Interest on Tax Refunds
Leases




Taxation of Mineral Lands
Transfers Between Related Corporations
LANDLORD AND TENANT ACT/LOI SUR LA
LOCATION IMMOBILIERE
Classes of Accommodation Deemed not to be Residential
Premises/Ca/egor/ex de logements reputes ne pas etre
des locaux d'habitation
Fotms/Formules
Summary of Part IV of the Act/Resume de la partie IVde
la Loi
LAW SOCIETY ACT/LOI SUR LE BARREAU
Qass Proceedings
Complaints Resolution CommissiontT/Commissaire au
reglement des plaintes
County and District Law AtssociaXionslAssociations
d'avocats de comte et de district
Gtneial/Dispositions generales (see now County and
District Law Associations/vo/> maintenant Associations
d'avocats de comte et de district)
Hearings Before the Hearing VanellAudiences tenuespar
le comite d'audition
Law Foundation/Fon</fl//on du droit
LEGAL AID ACTILOI SUR L'AIDEJURIDIQUE
Deemed Application
General
LEGAL AID SERVICES ACT, 1998/LO/ DE 1998
SUR LES SERVICES D'AIDEJURIDIQUE
Administration of System for Providing Legal Aid


















ALLOWANCES ACT/LOI SUR LES
ALLOCA TIONS DE RETRAITE DES DEPUTES A
L'ASSEMBLEE LEGISLATIVE
General



















575/92, 576/92, 577/92, 578/92, 579/92,
580/92, 288/93, 923/93, 35/94, 480/94,
513/95. 514/95, 515/95. 83/96, 47/97,
503/97, 32/99
289/93
657/92, 729/92, 421/93, 273/94, 68/95,
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LOC AL SKRVICKS BOARDS ACT/LO/ SUR LES
REGIES LOCALES DES SERVICES PUBLICS
(sec now Nortlicrn Services Boards Aci/voir
niainteiKint l.oi sitr les ref^ies des services publics dit
NonI)
IX)NI)()N-Mn)I)LKSEX ACT, 1992/LOI DE 1992
SL/R LONDON ETMIDDLESEX
Alteration of School Ikuindaries
Application of Section 35 (Building Permit Restrictions)
("onipensution under Section 47 of the Act
Delaware (Township ot), ("ity of l^ondon Boundary . . . .
(leneral








Properly Tax Phase-in Changes under Section 43 of the
Act
Protection of Fimployees and Retired Employees
Urban Services
Wards
LON(;-TERM CARE ACT, 19941LOI DE 1994 SUR
LES SOINS DE LONGUE DUREE
Conveyance of Assets
Provision of Community Services
M
MARRIAGE ACT/L07 SUR LE MARIAGE
General
MASSAGE THERAPY ACT, 1991/LOI DE 1991 SUR
LES MASSOTHERAPEUTES







MEAT INSPECTION ACT (ON rARIO)/LO/ SUR


























327/91, 726/91. 352/95. 418/96, 170/97,
441/98
618/93








MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY ACT,
1991/LO/ DE 1991 SUR LES TECHNOLOGISTES
DE LABORATOIRE MEDICAL
Composition of Statutory Committees





MEDICAL RADIATION TECHNOLOGY ACT,








MEDICINE ACT, 1991ILOIDE 1991 SUR LES
MEDECINS






MEMBERS' CONFLICT OF INTEREST ACT/LOI
SUR LES CONFUTS D 'INTERETS DES
MEMBRES DE L'ASSEMBLEE
Geneial/Dispositions generales
MENTAL HEALTH ACT/LOI SUR LA SANTE
MENTALE
Application of Acl/Champ d'application de la Loi




MENTAL HOSPITALS ACT/LOI SUR LES
HOPITAUX PSYCHIATRIQUES
Application of Section 13 of the Public Hospitals Act/
Application de I'article 13 de la Loi sur les hopitaux
publics
General



































241/94, 52/95, 223/95, 407/96, 77/98
857/93, 115/94,53/95
56/94
108A>1, 163/91, 688/92, 342/93, 688/94,
15/95, 103/96, 476/97, 97A)8, 112/98
162/91
514/91













Mil K WXILOI SUR LE LAIT
Administration and I'nI'orcement of Regulations in respect
of the Raw Milk and Cream Quality Program
By-laws tor Marketing Boards
By-laws for Marketing Boards
C'heese
—Hxchange







Fees—Administration and Enforcement of Delegated
Legislation










(see now Milk and Farm-Separated Cream—Plan)
Milk and Farm-Separated Cream—Marketing
Milk and Farm-Separated Cream—Plan
Milk and Milk Products
Milk Producers, Licences, Quotas, Pools and
Transportation
Milk Products—Extension of Powers
Reconstituted Milk—General
MINING ACTILOI SUR LES MINES
Assessment Work/7ravaiw d'evaluation
Assessment Work/Travaiix d'evaluation
Claims Slaking/Jalonnement des claims
Claim SVdking/./alonnement des claims














































545/91, 787/91, 533/92, 943/93, 40/94,
260/94, 103/95. 347/95, 350/95, 449/96,
2/97, 100/97, 376/99
434/91, 495/91, 756/91, Rev. 519/94
186/92, Rev. 58/93
195/93. 615/99
433/91, 496/91, 757/91, Rev. 518/94
168/92, 196/92, 364/94, Rev. 354/95
Rev. 517/94
18/97, 269/99
305/91, 410/91, 45/95, 345/95, 138/97,
208/99
196/91, 641/91, 788/91, 7/92, 534/92,
771/94, 100/95, 101/95, 102/95, 348/95,
24/96, 406/96, 108/97, 201/97, 291/98,
430/98. 268/99, 392/99, 526/99
29/91, Rev. 57/93
Rev. 100/97
251/91, 263/91, Rev. 6/96
252/91. 262/91, Rev. 7/96








Exploratory Licences and Leases for Oil and Natural Gas
North of the Fifty-first Parallel of Latitude
Exploratory Licences and Production Leases for Natural







Leases for the Production of Petroleum and Natural Gas
from Crown Lands under Water
Mine Development and Closure under Part VII of the
Acl/Mise en valeur et fermeture de mines aux termes
de la partie VII de la Loi
Mining Divisions
Refinery Licences/Permw de raffinerie
Refinery Licences/Perwi/s- de raffinerie
Staking in Designated Aieas/Jalonnement dans les
secteurs disignes
Surveys of Mining Qaims
MINING TAX ACT/LOI DE L'lMPOTSUR
L'EXPLOITATION MINIERE
General
MINISTRY OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
ACT/LOI SUR LE MINISTERE DES COLLEGES
ETUNIVERSITES
Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology/Co//eges d'arts
appliques et de technologie
—^Boards of Governors and Council of Regents/Conseils




Ontario Special Bursary Program
Ontario Student Loans
Ontario Study Grant Plan
MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL
SERVICES ACTILOI SUR LE MINISTERE DES
SERVICES SOCIAUX ETCOMMUNA UTAIRES
Control of Organization by Minister
Grants for Persons with Disabilities
Social Assistance Review Board/Commm/on de revision
de I'aide sociale
MINISTRY OF CONSUMER AND COMMERQAL






























259/91, 745/92, Rev. 382/93
601/94
254/91,258/91,503/96




715/91, 128/93, 817/94, 311/97, 457/99
338/91, 682/93, 683/93
207/91, 684/93, 468/94, 655/94, 390/95
439/91, 152/93, 719/93
352/94












—I'acililics iiiKlir Dcvcldpmental Services Act
—Municipulilies
—Provincial Hduculion Instilutioiis
—Provincial Mental Health I'acilities and Public Hospitals
—Universities
Determination of Apportionments and Levies. 1992
Determination of Apportionments and Levies, 1993
Determination of Apportionments and Levies, 1994
Determination of Apportionments and Levies, 1995
Determination of Apportionments and Levies, 1996
Determination of Apportionments and Levies, 1997
Determination of Apportionments and Levies, 1998
Disposal of Properly/Alienation de biens
Dissolution of and ("hanges to Local Boards/Dissolution el
modification de.s conseils locaitx
Dissolution of lA)cal Boards/Dissolution de conseils
locaiLx
Dogs at Large in Unorganized Areas





—(Brant County) under Section 371 of the Act
—(Brant County) under Section 371 of the Act
—(Bruce County) under Subsection 371 (2) of the Act . .
—(Dufferin County) under Section 371 of the Act
—(Elgin County) under Subsection 371 (2) of the Act . . .
—(Kent County) under Subsection 368b (2) of the Act . .
—(Kent County and United Counties of Leeds and Gren-
ville) under Section 371 of the Act





—(Renfrew County) under Section 371 of the Act
—(Various Counties) under Section 371 of the Act
Extension of Time Limits
Fees and Charges By-laws/Reglements miinicipaux relatifs
aiLX droits et frais
Foreign Currency Borrowing
Interim Financing of Upper-Tier Municipalities
Joint Investments—Designation of Additional Persons
under Subsection 167.4 (2) of the Act
Licensing Powers/Po;/vo/>s en matiere de delivrance de
perniis


















































Part XXII. 1 of the Act—Capping of Taxes for Certain
Property Classes for 1998, 1999 and 2000
Part XXII.2 of the Act—Capping of Taxes for Certain
Property Qasses for 1998, 1999 and 2000—10/5/5 per
cent cap
Part XXn.2—Capping of Taxes for Certain Property
Qasses for 1998, 1999 and 2000—10/5/5 per cent cap
Payments in Lieu of Taxes, Distribution
Pension Plan for Municipal Employees//?eg/me de retraite
des employes municipaux
Powers of the Minister or a Commission for the
Implementation of a Restructuring Proposal/Fo«vo/>i-
du ministre on d'une commission visant la mise en
ceuvre d'une proposition de restructuration
Prescribed Tax—International Bridges
Rating By-laws—Extension of Time
Reductions for Property from which Land was Subdivided
or Severed
Restructuring Commission for the County of Victoria . . .
Restructuring Commission for the Sioux Lookout Planning
Area
Restructuring Commission for the Town of Amherstburg,
the Township of Anderdon and the Township of
Maiden
Restructuring Commission for the Township of
Magnetawan, Township of Hagerman and geographic
townships of Burton, East Burpee, Ferguson, Ferrie,
McKenzie and Spence
Restructuring Commission for the Towns of Cache Bay
and Sturgeon Falls, the Townships of Caldwell, Field,
Springer and Temagami and Unorganized Areas
Restructuring Commission for the Towns of Geraldton and
Longlac, the Townships of Beardmore and Nakina and
Unorganized Areas
Restructuring Commission under Section 25.3 of the Act
for the County of Kent and City of Chatham
Restructuring Proposals/fropoi/n'on.v de restructuration .





—Universities and Other Institutions
Tax Matters
—1999 Levies
—Allowable Ranges for Tax Ratios




—Farm Land Awaiting Development Subclasses, Tax
Reduction Percentages





















496/98, 704/98, 380/99, 603/99
Rev. 77/99
80/99, 234/99, 348/99, 382/99, 396/99,
409/99, 420/99, 498/99, 602/99
427/98, 709/98, 206/99, 630/99
352/92
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Gosfield South (Township of). Township of Gosfield North
Boundary
Grand Valley (Village of) and the Township of East Luther,
Amalgamation
Guelph (City of). Township of Guelph Boundary
Guelph (City of). Townships of Guelph and Puslinch
Boundary
Hawkesbury (Town ot). Township of West Hawkesbury .
Iroquois (Village ot). Township of Matilda Boundary . . .
Kanata (City of). City of Nepean Boundary
Kincardine (Town of). Township of Kincardine Boundary
Kingsville (Town of) and Township of Gosfield South . .
.
Maxville (Village of). Township of Kenyon Boundary . .
Meaford (Township of). Township of St. Vncent
Boundary
Midland (Town of), Town of Penetanguishene, Township
of Tay Boundary
Minto (Township of). Village of Clifford Boundary
North Algona (Township of). Township of Alice and
Fraser Boundary
Oxford-on-Rideau (Township of), Township of Kemptville
Boundary
Palmerston (Town of). Township of Wallace Boundary .
Papineau (Township of). Improvement District of Cameron
Amalgamation
Perth (Town of). Township of Bathurst Boundary
Peterborough (City of), Township of North Monaghan
Boundary
Port Burwell (Village of). Township of Bayham Boundary
Ripley (Village of). Township of Huron Boundary
Shelburne (Town of). Township of Melancthon Boundary
Smith Falls (Town of). Township of Montague Boundary
St. Thomas (City of). Townships of Yarmouth and South-
wold Boundary
Sturgeon Point (Village of). Township of Fenelon
Boundary
Wheatley (Village ot). Township of Mersea Boundary . . .
Wiarton (Town ot). Township of Amabel Boundary
Wiarton (Town of). Township of Amabel Boundary
Woodstock (City of). Township of Blandford-Blenheim
Boundary
Woodstock (City of). Township of Blandford-Blenheim
and Township of East Zorra-Tavistock Boundary ....
Woodstock (City of), Township of Norwich Boundary . .
Woodstock (City of). Township of South-West Oxford
Boundary











































698/91, 359/92, 580/94, Rev. 101/97






Use of Central Vote Tabulators
Use of ("entral Vote Tabulators
Use of Vote Tabulators
Use of Vote Tabulators
Use of Voting Recorders
MUNICIPAL ELKCTIONS ACT, 1996/LOI DE 1996
SUR LES ELECTIONS MUNICIPALES
City of Toronto— 1997 Recounts
Gcncr<i\/Disposilion\ generates
Transitional Matters Affecting the 1997 Regular Election
and Arising out of Rcslruclunng/Queslions transitoires
qui ont line incidence stir ['election ordinaire de 1997
et qui decoulent d'une restructuration









MUNICIPAL FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND
PROTECTION OF PRIVACY ACT/LOI SUR
L'ACCESA L'lNFORMATION MUNICIPALE ET
LA PROTECTION DE LA VIE PRIVEE
GeneTal/Dispositions generates
Institutions
MUNICIPAL TAX ASSISTANCE ACT/LOI SUR LES
SUBVENTIONS TENANTUEUD'lMPOTAUX
MUNICIPALITES
Payments for Crown Occupied Space in Tax Exempt
Properties
MUNICIPAL TAX SALES ACT/LOI SUR LES
VENTES POUR IMPOTS MUNICIPAUX



























MUNICIPALITY OF METROPOLITAN TORONTO
ACT/LOI SUR LA MUNICIPALITE DE LA
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY ACTILOI
SUR LA SANTE ETLA SECURITE AU TRA VAIL
Adoption of Training Requirements
Construction Projects
Control of Exposure to Biological or Chemical Agents . .
Criteria to be Used and Other Matters to be Considered by
Adjudicators under Subsection 46 (6) of Act





—Asbestos on Construction Projects and in Buildings and
Repair Operations
—Benzene






—Vinyl C:^hloride/C/i/or/(re de vinyle






Hazardous Materials \\\\/e.v\\one,s.llnventaires des
materiaiix dangereux






























8/91, 160/91, 436/91, 657/91, 725/91,
37/92, 216/92, 411/92, 467/92, 656/92,
689/92, 71 1/92, 34/93, 204/93, 378/93,
881/93, 238/94, 316/94, 370/94, 373/94,
537/94, 588/94, 181/95, 184/95, 186/95,
194/95, 219/96. 222/96. 340/96, 9/97,
196/97, 43/98, 233/98, 639/98, 147/99,
373/99






















516/92. 630/94, 230/95. 450/97, 144/99,
284/99








Inventory of Agents or Combinations of Agents for the
Purpose of Section 34 of the Acl/Invenlaire d 'agents ou
de melanges d'agents pour I'applicalion de {'article 34
de la Loi
Joint Health and Safety Committees—Exemption from
Requirements
Joint Health and Safety Committees—Exemption from
Requirements
Joint Health and Safety Committees—Exemption from
Requirements
Joint Health and Safety Committees—Exemption from
Requirements
Joint Health and Safety Committees—Exemption from
Requirements
Mines and Mining Plants
Oil and Gas—Offshore




Training Requirements for Certain Skill Sets and Trades .
University Academics and Teaching
Assistants/Pro/e.v.ve//rs et adjoints d'enseignement
d'universite
Window CleaningJNettoyage des vitres
Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System
(WHMlSySysteme d'information sur les materiaux
dangereux utilises au travail (SIMDUT)
X-Ray Safety
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ACT, 1991/LOIDE








OFFICIAL NOTICES PUBLICATION ACTILOI SUR
LA PUBLICATION DESA VIS OFFICIELS
Rates/Tarifs
OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ACT/LOI SUR LES
VEHICULES TOUT TERRAIN
General
OIL, GAS AND SALT RESOURCES ACTT/LOI SUR
LES RESSOURCES EN PETROLE, EN GAZETEN
SEL (formerly Petroleum Resources Act/anciennement
Loi sur les richesses petrolieres)

































583/91, 584/91. 171/92, 384/92, 571/92,
















741/92, 32/95, 50/95, Rev. 245/97








I'xploralion. Orilliiig and Production






—Camden 6-2-VI Gore Pool
—Charlotteville 4-1 1 -A Area
—Dawn 2-26-XII Pool
—Dawn 4-21-VIII Area
—Dover 7-2-V E Pool
—Dover Township
—(Jostleld North 2-21 Pool












—Rochester 1-17-11 EBR Pool





OLEOMARGARINE ACT/LO/ SUR LA
MARGARINE
General
OMBIIDSMAN ACT/LO/ SVR L'OMBUDSMAN
General Rules
ONTARIO AGR]Cm.TURAL MUSEUM ACT/LO/
SUR LE MUSEE AGRICOLE DE L'ONTARIO
Fees
General
ONTARIO CASINO CORPORATION ACT, 1993/LO/
























































ONTARIO COLLEGE OF TEACHERS ACT,
1996/LOIDE 1996 SUR L'ORDRE DES








ONTARIO DISABILITY SUPPORT PROGRAM
ACT, 1997/LOI DE 1997 SUR LE PROGRAMME
ONTARIENDE SOUTIENAUX PERSONNES
HANDICAPEES
Administration and Cost Sharing/Administration et
portage des couts
Assistance for Children with Severe Disabilities/A/</c a
I'egard d'enfants qui ont un handicap grave
Employment Supports/5o«//c/i de I'emploi
GtnetsXIDispositions generates
,
ONTARIO DRUG BENEFIT ACT/LOI SUR LE













ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD ACT/LOI SUR LA
COMMISSIONDE L'ENERGIE DE L'ONTARIO
(see now Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998/vo/>






Uniform System of Accounts









Rev. 344/96, s. 34
275/98, 587/98, 588/98, 36/99, 132/99
585/98, 586/98
583/98,584/98,168/99
273/98, 581/98, 582/98, 167/99, 171/99,
239/99
43/91, 45/91, 158/91, 290/91. 437/91,
575/91, 234/92, 236/92, 237/92, 459/92,
461/92, 690/92, 756/92, 85/93, 99/93,
100/93, 102/93, 317/93, 379/93, 452/93,
523/93, 525/93, 732/93, 734/93, 48/94,
107/94, 378/94, 451/94, 616/94, 753/94,
754/94, 791/94, 39/95, 170/95, 300/95,
304/95, 370/95, 475/95, 478/95. 483/95.
17/96, 86/96, 89/96, 176/96, 202/96,
Rev. 203/96
324/96, 336/96, 375/96, 386/96, 507A'6,
508/96, 27/97, 110/97, 299/97, 83/98,
219/98, 221/98, 592/98, 612/98, 72/99,














ONTARIO KNKRC.Y BOARD ACT, 199HILOI DE
1998 SUR LA COMMISSION DE L'ENERGIE DE
L'ONTARIO




Electricity Retailing—Disclosure to Consumers
Gas Marketing
CJas Without Charge or at a Reduced Rate
Cicneral
Rural or Remote Electricity Rate Protection
Rural or Remote Electricity Rate Protection
ONTARIO FOOD TERMINAL ACT/LOI SUR LE
MARCHE DES PRODUITS ALIMENTAIRES DE
L'ONTARIO
Composition and Procedure of the Boatd/Coniposiiion el
mode de fonctionnenient de la Commission
C'onduct of Business
ONTARIO GUARANTEED ANNUAL INCOME






























































224/91, 225/91, 780/91. 719/92, 300/94,


























ONTARIO MUNICII'AI, SUPPORT ('.RANTS ACT/




ON lARIO NKW HOME WARRANTIES PLAN
\r\ILOI SVR LE REGIME DE GARANTIES DES
LOGEMENTS NEUFS DE UONTARIO
Administration oT the WdniAdntinisliation dii Regime . . .
Designutimi ot Corporation/Des7'j^'«fl//o« de la Societe . . .
Terms and Conditions of Registration of Builders and
Vcniiors/Moddlites et conditions d'inscription
applicahles culx conslnicteiirs et aiix vendeurs
ONTARIO PENSIONERS PROPERTY TAX
ASSISTANCE ACT/LOI SUR L'ALLEGEMENTDE
L IMPOT FONCIER DES RETRAITES DE
L'ONTARIO
Amount—Clause 2 (2) (a) of the Act
Ceneral
(jrants
ONTARIO PLACE CORPORATION ACT/LOI SUR





ONTARIO PLANNING ANT) DEVELOPMENT ACT,




County of Halton (now The Regional Municipality of
Halton). City of Burlington
County of Flalton (now part of the regional municipalities
of Halton and Feel), Town of Oakville (now part of the
towns of Halton Hills. Milton, Oakville and the City of
Mississauga)
County of Peel (now The Regional Municipality of Feel).
Town of Mississauga (now part of the cities of
Brampton and Mississauga)
County of Peel (now The Regional Municipality of Peel),
Township of Chinguacousy (now the City of Brampton)
County of Wentworth (now The Regional Municipality of


















1 1 7/9 1 . 1 1 8/9 1 . 1 65/9 1 . 624/9 1 , 697/92,









231/91. 577/91, 135/93, 37/95, 58/95,
490/95. 492/95. 527/95, 547/95. 135/97,




274/91. 621/91, 184/92, 288/92, 150/93,
311/93. 109/95. 244/95. 359/95, 157/96,
465/96.255/97.310/99








County of Wentworth (now The Regional Municipality of
Hamilton-Wentworth), Township of West Flamborough
(now the Township of Flamborough)
County of Wentworth (now The Regional Municipality of
Hamilton-Wentworth), Village of Waterdown (now the
Township of Flamborough)
Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto, Borough of
Etobicoke (now the City of Etobicoke)
Parkway Belt Planning Area
Regional Municipality of York, Town of Markham
ONTARIO SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF





CORPORATION ACT/LOI SUR LA SOCIETE DE
DEVELOPPEMENTDES RESEA UX
TELEPHONIQUES DE L'ONTARIO
Composition and Procedures of Corporation
ONTARIO TRAINING AND ADJUSTMENT BOARD




Local Training and Adjustment Boards/Com/7»'.M;on.v
locales de formation et d'adaptation de la
main-d'oeuvre
Quorum and Decision-Making Procedures/2«»/-«/w et
procedure a suivre pour la prise de decisions
ONTARIO UNCONDITIONAL GRANTS ACT/LOI
SUR LES SUBVENTIONSAUX MUNICIPAUTES
DE L'ONTARIO






ONTARIO WATER RESOURCES ACT/LOI SUR LES




Fees for Certificates of Approval
Forms
































700/91, 553/92, 81/93, 175/93, 307/93,


















Sewage Works Subject lo Approval under the
I'nvironmental Assessment Act
I'ransitional Provisions Relatuig to the Repeal of Part VIll
of the Environmental Protection Act
Water Taking and Transfer
Water Works and Sewage Works
Wells
ONTARIO WORKS ACT, 1997/LO/ DE 1997 SUR LE
PROGRAMME ONTARIOAU TRAVAIL
Administration and Cost ShanngJAdni in istratinn et
portage des coiits
Designation of Geographic Areas and Delivery
Agcnli^/Designation de zones geographiques et
d agents de presentation des services
General/Dispositions generates
Proposed Geographic Areas
OPERATING ENGINEERS ACT/LOI SUR LES
MECANICIENS D EXPLOITATION
General
OPHTHALMIC DISPENSERS ACT/LO/ SUR LES
OPTICIENS D'ORDONNANCES
General
OPTIC:iANRY ACT, 1991/LO/ DE 1991 SUR LES
OPTICIENS
Composition of Statutory Committees















SCHOOL BOARD ACT/LO/ SUR LE CONSEIL


















228/98, 274/98, 548/98. 549/98, 34/99,
131/99, 166/99
279/98, 544/98, 545/98, 33/99, 113/99,
274/99
227/98. 272/98, 546/98, 547/98, 165/99,
170/99, 238/99












Personal Property Security Assurance Fund/Ca;.s.vt' d'assu-
rance des suretes mohilieres
I'KSTICIDES ACT/LOI SUR LES PESTICIDES
(leneral
PETROLKinVl RKSOIIRCKS ACT/LOI SUR LES
RICHESSES PETROLIERES (see now Oil, Gas and
Salt Resources Act/voir maintenant Lot sur les res-
sources en petrole, en gaz et en set)
PHARMACY ACT, 1991/LOI DE 1991 SUR LES
PHARMACIENS






MANAGEMENT ACT, I996/LO/ DE 1996 SUR LA
GESTION DE LA PRESTATIONDE SERVICES
PAR LES MEDECINS
Designation of Rights and Obligations







Quality Assurance (see now General)
Registration
PLANNING ACT/LOI SUR LAMENAGEMENTDU
TERRITOIRE
Apartments in Houses






















76/92. 686/92, 741/93, 637/98
742/93
27/91, 119/91, 25/92, 499/92, 500/92,
15/93. 162/94, 412/94, 503/94, 19/96,


















Deeming Order (Espanola and Area Planning Board) ....
Deeming Order (Geraldton and Suburban Planning Board)
Deeming Order (Hearst Planning Board)
Deeming Order (Lakehead Rural Planning Board)
Deeming Order (Manitoulin Planning Board)
Deeming Order (Sault Ste. Marie North Planning Board) .
Deeming Order (Sudbury E^st Planning Board)
Deeming Order (West Nipissing Planning Board)
Delegation of Authority
—Bruce Mines, Moonbeam, The North Shore
—Bruce County




—^Desbarats to Echo Bay Planning Board
—
^East Nipissing Planning Board
—Grey County
—Leeds and Grenville
—Lakehead Rural Planning Board and the Municipality of
Neebing
—
^Municipality of Campbellford/Seymour, Township of
Mono
—Municipality of Red Lake
—Municipality of West Nipissing
—Perth County and Middlesex County
—Pine Ridge Municipal Planning Agency
—Planning Boards
—Planning Boards
—Planning Boards—Archipelago Area and Himsworth
South, Nipissing, Powassan, Trout Creek
—Plans of Subdivision and Condominiums, Town of
Sioux Lookout
—Smiths Falls
—St. Marys. Gananoque, Prescott
—Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry




^Town of Fort Frances
—Town of Greater Napanee
—Town of Orangeville
—
^Town of Port Hope
—Township of Ameliasburgh
—Township of Black River-Matheson
—Township of Loyalist. Township of Percy
—
^Township of Sables-Spanish Rivers
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—Subdivision Plans—Haldimand-Norfolk (The Regional
Municipality ot)
—Subdivision Plans—Huron County
—Subdivision Plans—Trenton (City of)
—Subdivision Plans—Various Municipalities
Delegation of Authority of Minister under Section 30a
(now section 55) of the Act—Consents
District of Algoma
—St. Joseph Island (to the St. Joseph Island Planning
Board)
—Sault Ste. Marie North Planning Area (to the Sault
Ste. Marie North Planning Board)
—the Township of Wicksteed (to the Township of
Wicksteed Planning Board)
District of Cochrane
—the Town of Kapuskasing and the geographic
Townships of O'Brien, Owens and Teetzel (to the
Kapuskasing and District Planning Board)
District of Kenora
—the Town of Sioux Lookout, the geographic
Townships of Drayton. Jordan, Pickerel, Vermilion,













































104/84, 693/84, 38/86, 758/86, 516/87,


































—the Township of Ignace (to the Township of Ignace
Planning Board)
District of Manilouhn
—all of the District, except the Township of Rutherford
and George Island and the geographic Townships of
Carlyle and Humboldt, including adjacent island and
Killarney Provincial Park (to the Manitoulin Planning
Board)
District of Nipissing
—the Township of IZast Ferris (to Iiast Ferris Planning
Board)
—West Nipissing Planning Area (to the West Nipissing
Planning Board)
District of Sudbury
—the Towns of Massey and Webbwood, the Township
of The Spanish River and the geographic Townships
of Gough, McKinnon and Shakespeare (to the Sables
- Spanish Rivers Planning Board)
District of Thunder Bay
—the Town of Geraldton and the geographic Townships
of Ashmore, Errington, Fulford and McQuesten (to
the Geraldton and Suburban Planning Board)
—the Townships of Conmee and O'Connor and the
geographic Townships of Gorham and Ware (to the
Lakehead Planning Board)
—the Township of Marathon (to the Township of
Marathon Planning Board)
Delegation of Authority to Give Consents—Town of Sioux
Lookout
Delegation of Authority to Municipality of Chatham-Kent
Delegation of Authority to Parry Sound District Land
Division Committee
Delegation of Authority to Victoria County and
Peterborough County—Official Plans and Amendments
Exemption from Approval—Official Plan Amendments/
Exemption de I'approbation — modification d'un plan
officiel
Minor Variance ^ppMcaXionsIDemandes de derogation
mineure
Notice Requirements/£x:;gf«ce.s relatives aux avis
—Interim Control By-Lavjii/Reglements municipaux
d'interdiction provisoire
—Official Plans and Community Improvement Plans/
Plans officiels et plans d'ameliorations
communautaires
—Removal of Holding Symbol from Zbning By-Law/
Suppression des symholes d'utilisation differee des
reglements municipaux de zonage
—Zoning By-Laws/Reglemenls municipaux de zonage . .
Notice Requirements for Delegations of Authority/
Exigences relatives aux avis de delegation de pouvoirs
Official Plans and Plan Amendments/P/on.v officiels et
modifications de plans officiels
Official Plans and Plan Amendments/P/an.v officiels et







































141/95. 288/95, Rev. 198/96
494/96, 506/98, 221/99
TABLE DBS RfeCLEMENTS 973
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^Townshipof Uxbridge (formerly the Township of Scott
in the County of Ontario)
—Regional Municipality of York
—^Town of Markham
Revoking Certain Regulations
Revoking Various Regulations/A/^roga/Zon de divers
reglements
Rules of Procedure/^eg/ei de procedure
—Consent Applications/De/nanrfe^ d'autorisation
—Minor Variance Applications/Deman</e.v de derogation
mineure
Withdrawal and Delegation of Authority—Counties of
Hastings and Prince Edward and the Quinte-East
Northumberland Municipal Planning Authority
Withdrawal and Delegation of Minister's Authority
—^Regional Municipality of Niagara and Various LoceiI
Municipalities
—Regional Municipality of Niagara and Various Local
Municipalities
—^Regional Municipahty of Peel
—^Regional Municipality of York and City of Vaughan .
.
—^Regional Municipality of York and Town of Markham .
—^Regional Municipality of York and the Town of
Newmarket
—^Regional Municipality of York and Town of Richmond
Hill
Withdrawal of Delegated Authority
—
Quinte-East
Northumberiand Municipal Planning Authority
Withdrawal of Delegation of Authority—City of Brantford
Withdrawal of Delegation of Authority of Minister
Withdrawal of Delegation of Authority of Minister
—
Timmins
Withdrawal of Delegation of Authority of Minister under
Subsection 4 (5) of the Planning Act—Subdivision and
Condominium Plans—Regional Municipality of Peel .
Withdrawal of Delegation of Authority of Minister under
Section 44b (now Section 4) of the Act
—
^The Regional Municipality of Hamilton-Wentworth
—
^The Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carieton
—
^The Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton ....
—
^The Regional Municipality of Peel
Withdrawal of Delegation of Authority of Minister under
Subsection 4 (4) of the Planning Act, 1983 (now
Subsection 4 (5))
Withdrawal of Delegation of Authority of Minister under
































287/93, 420/93, 782/94, 424/95, 142/96,
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47S iahi.iui-r1'(;uij\tions
—District otriniiskaniiiig
—CJeographic Township of Lorruin




—Regional Municipality of York
—Township of King
—Regional Municipality of York
—
'Ibwnship of King
Zoning By laws. Holding By-laws and Interim C'ontrol
YiyAiiWii/Reglernents miinicipaiix de zonuge, reglemetils
municipaiLx portant utilisation differee et reglements
niiinicipaitx d'interdiction provisoire
Zoning By-laws, Holding By-laws and Interim Control
My-Vdw^lReglemcnts niunicipaiix de zonage, reglenients
niiinicipaiLX portant utilisation differee et reglenients
nninicipaux d'interdiction provisoire
Zoning Order for Slot Machines at Race Tracks
—City of (iloucester (Rideau Carleton Raceway)
—City of London (Western Fair Racetrack)
—City of Sarnia (Hiawatha Horse Park)
—City of Toronto (Woodbine Raceway)
—City of Windsor (Windsor Raceway)
—City of Woodstock (Woodstock Raceway)
—Town of Clinton (Clinton Raceway)
—Town of Flamborough (Flamborough Downs Raceway)
—Town of Fort Erie (Fort Erie Racetrack)
—Town of Hanover (Hanover Raceway)
—Town of Milton (Mohawk Raceway)
—Town o( Rayside-Balfour (Sudbury Downs Raceway)
—Township of Cavan-Millbrook-North Monaghan
(Kawartha Downs Raceway)
PLANT DISEASES ACT/LOI SUR LES MALADIES
DESPLANTES
GencxaMDispositions generales
POLICE SERVICES ACT/LOI SUR LES SERVICES
POLICIERS
Adequacy F.ffectiveness of F'olice Services
Arbitration
Conduct and Duties of Police Officers Respecting
Investigations by the Special Investigations Unit
Costs of Ontario Provincial Police Services to
Municipalities under Section 5.1 of the Act/Couts des
services de la police provinciale de I 'Ontario que
doivent assumer des municipalites aiLV lernies de
I'article 5.1 de la Loi




































37/91, 38/91. 39/91, 362/93. Rev. 642/94
Rev. 414/96
Rev. 73/98
139/95. 286/95, Rev. 199/96














Equipment and Use of Force
General
General—Discipline
Members' Duty to Prepare Informations
Members of Police Services Boards—Code of Conduct .
.
Municipal Police Forces
Oaths and AiErmations/5ermcn/i- et affirmations
solennelles
Political Activities of Municipal Police Officers
Responsibility of Policing
Suspect Apprehension Pursuits
Violent Crime Linkage Analysis System Reports/
Formulaires du systeme d'analyse des liens entre les
crimes de violence













PREPAID SERVICES ACTILOl SUR LES SERVICES
PREPAYES
General
PRESCRIPTION DRUG COST REGULATION
ACT/LOI SUR LA REGLEMENTATION DES PRIX
DES MEDICAMENTSDEUVRES SUR
ORDONNANCE (see now Drug Interchangeability and
Dispensing Fee Acl/voir maintenant Loi sur
I'interchangeabilite des medicaments et les honoraires
de preparation)













PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS AND SECURITY










































PRIVATK VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS ACV/LOISUR
LES ECOLES PRIVEES DE FORMATION
PROFESSIONNELLE
Cicncrul
PROCKKDINGS AGAINST THE CROWN ACJ/LOl
SUR LES INSTANCES INTRODUITES CONTRE
LA COURONNE
Ciarnishmfiit
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS ACT/LOI SUR LES
INGENIEURS
General
PROVINCE OF ONTARIO SAVINGS OFFICE
ACT/LOI SUR LA CAISSE D 'EPARGNE DE
L'ONTARIO
Interest Rate
PROVINCIAL LAND TAX ACT/LOI SUR L'lMPOT
FONCIER PROVINCIAL
Farmland and Managed Forest Land tor 1998
Forms
General
Tax Rates under Section 21.1 of the Act for 1998 and 1999




Extensions of Prescribed Times
Fee for Late Payment of Fine
Fee for Late Payment of Fines
Fine Option Program
Parking Infractions
Proceedings Cximmenced by Certificate of Offence/


















752/91, 223/93, 718/93, 756/94, 57/96,
607/99




678/92. 501/93, 555/93, 493/94, 240/98
Rev. 679/92
500/91,925/93
126/91, 127/91, 47/92, 141/92. 372/93,
502/93, 503/93, 554/93, 767/93, 924/93,
494/94. 506/94, 538/94, 581/94, 639/94,
720/94, 776/94, 804/94, 59/96, 241/98,
617/98
392/91, 620/91. 8/92. 177/92, 238/92,
284/92. 336/92, 682/92, 9/93, 314/93,
364/93. 365/93, 500/93, 610/93, 687/93,
688/93, 689/93, 36/94, 106/94, 276/94,
307/94, 321/94. 410/94, 411/94, 445/94,
465/94, 495/94, 496/94, 507/94, 511/94,
534/94, 614/94, 786/94, 30/95, 91/95,
430/95, 509/95. 485/96, 511/96, 109/97,
180/97, 234/97, 344/97, 536/97, 148/98,
257/98. 399/98, 402/98, 457/98, 93/99,
349/99,531/99













Guides in Quetico Provincial Park
Mining in Provincial Parks
PSYCHOLOGISTS REGISTRATION ACT/LOI SVR
L'INSCRIPTION DES PSYCHOLOGUES
General









PUBLIC ACCOUNTANCY ACT/LOI SUR LA
COMPTABIUTE PUBUQUE
Licence Fee
PUBLIC GUARDIAN AND TRUSTEE ACT/LOI SUR
LE TUTEUR ET CURATEUR PUBUC
General/Dispositions generates
PUBLIC HOSPITALS ACT/LOI SUR LES
HOPITA UX PUBUCS
Authorization to Issue Directions under Section 6 and
Subsection 9 (10) of the Act
Capital Grants and Loans
Capital Grants for the Amalgamation of Hospital Services
Capital Grants for Ambulance Facilities
Capital Grants for Capital Expenditures that will Produce
Savings in Operating Costs
Capital Grants for Hospital Construction and Renovation
Capital Grants for Local Rehabilitation and Crippled
Children's Centres
Capital Grants for Regional Rehabilitation Hospitals ....

























136/91, 137/91, 226/91, 227/91, 412/91,
49/92, 258/92, 111/93, 286/93, 386/93,
439/93, 494/93, 179/94, 582A'4, 768/94,
296/96, 52/97, 257/97, 110/98, 167/98
32/91, 135/91, 383/91, 462/91, 144/92,
174/92, 398/92, 587/92, 284/93, 285/93,






















RKAL KSTATK AND BUSINKSS BROKERS ACT/




\C\ILOI SVR L'EXECUTION RECIPROQUE DE
JUGEMENTS
Application ot Act
Application ot Acl/Application de la Loi
RECIFROCAI. ENFORCEMENT OF SirPPORT




Reciprocating States/£/ars accordant la reciprocite . .
REGIONAL MUNICIPALITIES ACT/LO/ SUR LES
MUNICIPALITES REGIONALES
Equalization of Assessments (Haldimand-Norfolk) under
Section 135.3 of the Act
Equalization of Assessments (Ottawa-Carleton) under
Subsection 135.3 (1) of the Act
Equalization of Assessments (Regional Municipalities of
Halton, Niagara and Waterloo) under Section 135.3 of
the Act
Equalization of Assessments (Sudbury) under Section
135.3 (1) of the Act
Pickering (Town ot) — Alteration of Status
Protection of Employees
Rating By-laws—Extension of Time
Rating By-laws—Extension of Tmie
Ward Representation—Town of Ajax
RECJIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF HALDIMAND-
NORFOLK ACT/LO/ SUR LA MUNICIPALITE
REGIONALE DE HALDIMAND-NORFOLK
Equalization of Assessments under Subsection 36 (1) of
the Act
Ri:CIONAL MirNICIPALITY OF OTTAWA-
CARLETON ACT/LOI SUR LA MUNICIPALITE
REGIONALE D OTTAWA -CARLETON
Election of Regional Councillors/£/ec/jo«.v des conseillers
re^ionaiix




































REGIONAL MIINICIPALITY OF OTTAWA-
CARLETON AND FRENCH-LANGUAGE
SCHOOL BOARDS STATUTE LAW AMEND-






REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF SUDBURY ACT/
LOI SUR LA MUNICIPAUTE REGIONALE DE
SUDBURY
Equalization of Assessments under Subsection 74 (1) of
the Act
REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO
ACJ/LOI SUR LA MUNICIPAUTE REGIONALE
DE WATERLOO
Equalization of Assessments made under Section 121 of
the Regional Municipality of Waterloo Act
Equalization of Assessments under Subsection 33 (1) of
the Act
REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF YORK ACTILOI
SUR LA MUNICIPAUTE REGIONALE DE YORK
Town of Vaughan—Alteration of Status
REGISTERED INSURANCE BROKERS ACTILOI
SUR LES COURTIERS D'ASSURANCES
INSCRITS

















































































































Surveys. Plans and Descriptions of Land
























































































238/91. 452/91. 532/91. 562/91. 633/91,
728/91.44/92. 114/92. 157/92, 159/92,
391/96. 373/97. 330/98, 426/99
178/91,326/93, Rev. 43/96








REGULATED HEALTH PROFESSIONS ACT,





Funding for Therapy or Counselling for Patients Sexually
Abused by Members
REGULATIONS ACT/LO/ SUR LES REGLEMENTS
General
RENTAL HOUSING PROTECTION ACT/LOI SUR
LA PROTECTIONDES LOGEMENTS LOCATIES
General
General











Table (Subsection 12 (1) of the Act)/Bareme (paragraphe
12 (1) de la Loi)
REPAIR AND STORAGE LIENS ACT/LOI SUR LE







RESIDENTIAL RENT REGULATION ACT/LOI SUR





Rent Determination under Part VI of the Act
Rent Registry































570/92, 572/92. 6/93, 10/93, 553/93.
523/94, 296/95
568/92, 698/92, 296/93, 551/93. 552/93,
643/94. 22/95, 297/95
569/92, 7/93, 297/93, Rev. 21/95
565/92
566/92, 478/93, 525/94, 365/95. 365/96,
269/97









655/91, 751/91, 285/92, 360/92,
Rev. 414/92






Rules under Sections 60. 61 ;ind 62 orihe Act for
Applications and .lustitlcatiinis
Suite Hotel
RKSPIRATORY IIIKRAFY ACT, 1991/LO/D£ 1991
SUR LES THERAPEVTES RESPIRATOIRES






RETAIL BUSINESS HOLIDAYS ACT/LO/ SUR LES















RIDING HORSE ESTABLISHMENTS ACT/LOI SUR
LES CENTRES D EQUITATION
General
SAFETY AND CONSUMER STATUTES
ADMINISTRATION ACT, 1996/LOI DE 1996 SUR
L'APPLICATION DE CERTAINES LOIS
TRAITANTDE SECURITE ETDE SERVICESAUX
CONSOMMATEURS
Administration of Motor Vehicle Dealers Act
Administration of Various Acts
Reports by Designated Administrative Authorities
SARNIA-LAMBTON ACT, 1989























35/91, 176/91, 288/91, 420/91, 648/91,
789/91, 52/92, 320/92, 469/92, 623/92,
704/92, 759/92, 784/92, 80/93, 112/93,
476/93, 8/94. 348/94, 162/95, 301/95,
267/96, 404/96, 1/97, 97/97, 236/97,
383/99, 384/99
150/91, 300/91, 718/91, 624/92, 19/93,
131/93, 698/93, 699/93, 62/94, 375/94,














Forest (Town ot"). Townships of Bosanquet, Plympton and
Warwick Boundary
Mill Rate Adjustments under Subsection 75 (4) of the Act
Plympton (Township of). Village of Wyoming Boundary .
Stephen (Township of). Village of Grand Bend Boundary
SECURITIES ACT/LO/ SUR LES VALEURS
MOBILIERES
Exemptions Respecting The Algoma Steel Corporation,
Limited









1015 249/92, 455/92, 457/92, 496/92, 592/92,
209/93, 638/93, 80/95, 13/96, 549/96,
247/97, 507/97, 88/98, 130/98, 149/98,
165/98, 166/98. 268/98, 542/98, 568/98,
657/98, 662/98, 1/99, 322/99
SEED POTATOES ACT/LO/ SUR LES POMMES DE
TERRE DE SEMENCE
General
SHORELINE PROPERTY ASSISTANCE ACT/LO/
SVR L'AIDE AUX PROPRIETAIRES RIVERAINS
Gtneial/Dispositions generates
SHORTLINE RAILWAYS ACT, 1995/LO/ DE 1995
SUR LES CHEMINS DE PER D'INTERETLOCAL
Designation
Insurance
SMA1.L BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CORPO-
RATIONS ACT/LO/ SUR LES SOCIETES POUR
L'EXPANSION DES PETITES ENTREPRISES





Money for Grants and Tax Credits
Terms and Conditions Relating to Beneficial Ownership of
Equity Shares
SOCIAL ASSISTANCE REFORM ACT, 1997/LOIDE
1997 SUR LA REFORME DE L'AIDE SOCIALE
Transitional Rules under Family Benefits Act and General
Welfare Assistance Act prior to commencement of
Ontario Works Act, 1997
Transition from Family Benefits to Ontario Disability
Support Program/Transition des prestations familiales

























Transition from (leneral Welfare Assistance and Family
Benetits to Ontario Works/Trofisition de I'aide sociale
generate et des prestations fantiliales ait programme
Ontario an travail
SOCIAL CONTRACT ACT, 1993/LOI DE 1993 SUR
LE CONTRA T SOCIAL
Adjiidication/Ar/>(7/-age des differends
Daily Allowances
Definitions of Words and Eixpressions Used in the






Payments by Designated Employers under Section 43 of
the Act
Payments by Designated Employers under Section 43 of
the Act
Payments by Designated Employers under Section 43 of
the Act
Payments by Designated Employers under Section 43 of
the Act
Reduction of Dispensing Fees
Reduction of Dispensing Fees
SOCIAL HOUSING FUNDING ACT, 1997/LOI DE
1997 SUR LE FINANCE/^ENTDU LOGEMENT
SOCIAL
Gencfd\/Dispos!tions generates
SOCIAI. WORK AND SOCIAL SERVICE WORK
ACT, 1998/LO/ DE 1998 SUR LE TRAVAIL SOCIAL
ETLES TECHNIQUES DE TRAVAIL SOCIAL
Registration
STATUTORY POWERS PROCEDURE ACT/LO/
SUR L'EXERCICE DES COMPETENCES
LEGALES
Vorm^/Forniules
ST. CLAIR PARKWAY COMMISSION ACT/LO/












229/98, 276/98, 550/98, 551/98, 35/99,
133/99
593/93








ST. LAWRENCE PARKS COMMISSION ACT/LO/
SUR LA COMMISSION DES PARCS DU SAINT-
LAURENT
Parks
STOCK YARDS ACTILOI SUR LES PARCS A
BESTIAUX
Management
SUBSTITUTE DECISIONS ACT, 1992/LOI DE 1992
SUR LA PRISE DE DECISIONS AUNOM
D'AUTRUI
AccounLs and Records of Attorneys and Guardians/
Comptes et dossiers des procureurs et des tuteurs . . . .
Caf)acity f\s^tssmtrAlEvaluation de la capacite
Capacity Assessment/Evaluation de la capacite
GenetaUDispositions generales
Reg^stet/Registre
SUCCESSION DUTY ACT (THE)
General
SUCCESSION LAW REFORM ACTILOI PORTANT
REFORMEDUDROITDES SUCCESSIONS
Preferential Share




Performance Standards for the Practice of Cadastral
Surveying





TECHNOLOGY CENTRES ACTILOI SUR LES
CENTRES DE TECHNOLOGIE
Ontario Centre for Resource Machinery Technology . . .
.
TENANT PROTECTION ACT, 19971LOI DE 1997
SUR LA PROTECTION DES LOCATAIRES
GeneTai/Dispositions generales
Maintenance Standards/A^orwes- d'entretien
Search Vi/aitant/Mandat de perquisition
Table of Operating Cost Categories (for subsections
129 (2) and 138 (2) of the AcX)IBareme des categories
defrais d'exploitation (pour I'application des
paragraphes 129 (2) et 138 (2) de la Loi)
1023
1024





























992 TABLE OF REGUIV\TIONS
TABLE DES RfeOLEMENTS 993
TRADES QUALIFICATION AND
APPRENTICESHIP ACT/LOI SUR LA
QVAUFICATION PROFESSIONNELLE ET
L'APPRENTISSAGE DES GENSDE METIER
Air Cooled and Marine Engine Mechanic/Mecanicien de
bateaux a moteur et de moteurs refroidis a I'air
Alignment and Brakes Mechanic
Arborist
Auto Body Repairer
Automatic M&ch\n\s.XlRegleur-conducteur de decolleteuse





Brick and Stone Mason
Cement Mason
Construction Boilermaker/C/ifl«<fronn/er de construction
Construction Millwright
CookJCuisinier








General Machinist/Regleur-conducteur de machines-outils
Glazier and Metal Mechanic
Hairstyling Schools/£co/es de coiffure
Hairstylist/Co/j5'^Hr











Motor Vehicle Mechanic/A/ecan/c/en d'automobiles
Motorcycle Mechanic/A/ecorticjen de motocyclettes
Mould Maker


















































































374/96, 540/99, Rev. 568/99













Radio and Television Service Technician
Refrigeration and Air-C'onditioning Mechanic
Revoking Various Regulations
Revoking Various Rcguldtions/Abrogation de divers
ref^lements
Sheet Metal Worker
Sprinkler and Fire Protection Installer
Steamfitter
Tool and Die Maker





ACCESS ACT/LOI SUR LE DROITDE
RECIPROCITE EN MATIERE DE POLLUTION
TRANSFRONTALIERE
Reciprocating Jurisdictions




TRUCK TRANSPORTATION ACT/LOI SUR LE
CAMIONNAGE
Conditions of Carriage









IFNIVERSITY FOUNDATIONS ACT, 1992/LOI DE


























UPHOLSTERED AND STUFFED ARTICLES ACT/















729/91. 723/92, 352/93. 445/96. 82/97.
162/97
TABLE DBS RfeOLEMENTS 995
996 TAHl,I'OI-RI'(iUI,A'n()NS
TABLE DES RfeGLEMENTS 997
Schedule of Corrections
This Schedule sets out the dates that corrections were
published in The Ontario Gazette subsequent to January
1, 1999 and before January 1, 2000.
Annexe des corrections
La presente annexe enonce les dates auxquelles les
corrections ont ete publiees dans la Gazette de I'Ontario
apres le 1*"^ Janvier 1999 mais avant le 1*' Janvier 2000.
Reg. Number
Numero du regl.
